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Preface

This resource unit wan prepared by the Exemplary Project

Staff as a guide for Career Exploration. It was specifically

written for levels nine and ton. This unit is to he used ns

a source of information for n11 teachers of all subjects (art,

science, Engliph, geography, history, biology, literature, al-

gebra, mathematics, typing, music, physical education, driver

education and others).

This resource unit should be read coapletely by all ed-

ucational personnel involved in the career exploration venture

prier to planning and implementing Career Exploration Activ-

ities within their system, school or classroom.

.....
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FOR
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I. Synopsis

The ninth and tenth levels of Career Exploration is

designed to give students an indepth knowledge of the char-

acteristics and functions, as well as the duties and rewards

of specific occupations within a broad spectrum of occupa-

tional clusters. Students at this age and grade level have

specific characteristics which suggest certain needs and

drives toward learning more about occupations. This would

nlighten them or help them in selecting the occupation for

which they are best suited or the occupation whichinterests

them the most, not only for its intrinsic worth or value,

but for self-satisfaction; Students at this level should

have the opportunity to explore their capabilities in various

areas under a wide variety of occupational situations. Stu-

dents need the opportunity for self-appraisal of their emerg-

ing potential and to analyze occupational information and data

so. that they will be more knowledgeable in occupational voca-

tional decision making that will affect their future welfare.

The students need to understand the necessity of all types of

occupations and to learn the educational and occupational re-

quirements of the many different vocations within a broad

framework of the overall occupational cluster.

A growing body of literature and research indicates a

need for a revision and/or supplement of the secondary school



curriculum, since Students' interests, abilities, and needs

extend beyond those reflected in current educational practices.

Research in curriculum methodology is moving into a new

era, with emphasis on investigating the potential in a reflec-

tive theory of self-:investigation. The complex problem of

unifying theory and practice in the curriculum must be solved

in conjunction with an examination of the learning situation

as it relates to the occupational choices of the student.

The most common characteristic of learning deficiencies

concerning students is a lack of direct or first-hand occupa-

tional experiences. Student feelings of insecurity, coupled

with the lack of materials or simulated experiences toward

self-directed learning goals contribute to the educational

problem of not reaching all students with relevant vocational

occupational information. During recent years there hzs been

a remarkable growth in self-instructional occupational infor-

mation concerning vocational decisions and other pertinent data.

Simulation kits, tapes, transparencies, cassettes and other

audio-visual aides for use at the secondary level, which will

if used properly by the classroom teacher, help the students

in making the proper choice concerning their vocational future.

Technical ar', scientific circumstances undouotedly color

the internal structure of any secondary school, and they have a

direct bearing upon the type of academic organization needed

for curriculum instruction. Pressure on high school students

for academic success has increased in response to a widening

9
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access to higher' education and its i.nterlinkage to numerous

adult occupations. Even with more collego placements avail-

able, not every high school student will go to collage, nor

will college seem relevant to those students whose occupa-

tional aspirations are hold clown by family and peer environ-

ments or by realistic perceptions by the student of an

occupational- vocational choice for the futUre.

Technology and its effect upon the future generation of

students is being conceptualized by an increasing percentage

of the leading educational leaders throughout America. The

nature of the vocational curriculum for interisified training

should reflect these aspects based upon the student's field

of interest. Academic perforMance need not characterize all

students who reasonably expect good positions and/or employ-

ment in the future. Liven the proper intorlinking between

academic subjects and vocational occupational information,

the students will have the opportunity to explore and t(7

make a critical examination of his potential role in society

based upon hiS own personal values as an individual citizen in

a dynamic society.

II. Staff Involvement

Administrator: To implement; Career Exploration effec-

tively, it must be fully endorsed from the highest level of

'School administration of the system as well as possess the

full commitment and support of the school building admini-

strator. In the leadership role, the county superintendent

has endorsed and supported fully the efforts of all persons

10



involved* in the, implementation of Career Education within

the Lincoln County School System. The school building prin-
cipal or administrator has an excellent opportunity to effect

change, influence and strengthen the curriculum and to serve

the needs of the students of his particular school. His demon-

stration of optimism, enthusiasm, support, and involvement

are of uttermost important as a key element in the overall

concept of Career Exploration.

Teacher: The seniors high school teacher or instructor

plays a vital role in each student's maturation and skill

development. The classroom teacher must take this responsi-

bility seriously and help each student in the development of
his individual career goal. The teacher is more specialized

in regard to his particular subject area and should therefore

be more familiar with the wide range of occupations within

that particular field of study. The classroom teacher or

instructor should be cognizant that he is very influential

In the student's evaluation of a particular occupation; there-

fore, as a classroom teacher he must take extreme professional

care and jurisprudence in presenting occupational information

so that no value judgements or biases are interjected into the

learning experience.

Career Exploration is only as successful as the teacher

who is personally motivated and involved in this approach to

relevant education. Good ideas come from the classroom teacher

who demonstrates enthusiasm and support for the total Career

Exploration concept. Without these ingredients, student

-4-
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growih nnrt progrhm content are likely to he weak in the area

of career education. Thu n, when nvaluating, the teacher who

in involved mnnt nnalyr:c hin implementative procenn to

at:certain whether the c.:r.periencen were relcvnnt in providing

monnInrrful learning exps;rLence.: in Career Explorations achiev-

ing the competencies appropriate to the unit objectives and

the student levol of occupational maturation.

III. fl-T177ntInyollTmeat

Careor Exploration :should provide all students with

relevant, meaningful and exciting learning experiences through

student centered activities. These activities, designed to

stimulate the student's individuality, initiative, and

curiosity, emerge in the form of vicarious, simulated, and

real-life hands -on- experiences in many different ways to each

individual student.

Each student should be urged by the individual class-

room teacher to participate in each learning activity to the

maximum extent of his mental abilities and aptitudes: tfts

will permit him to perform as a contributing member of the

classroom and learn how to contribute as a worthwhile medlber

of society.

Vicarious Experiences: Each student in the classroom can

profit greatly from occupational literature, books, films,

filmstrips, and other types of learning materials. These

audio-visual materials enable the student to learn about

various occupations without actually observing or per-

forming the actual job task. These types of experiences



are valuable tools for individUal or group activities and will

serve to broaden the student occupations] knowledge_in_areas

where it is impossible for them to gain simulated or hands-on

experiences.

Simulated Experiences: Career Simulation is an effort

to reinforce the Student's interest in a particular career

area. These experiences involving mock job situations- and/or

job tasks which can be incorporated into Career Exploration

under the direction of the classroom teacher. These experi-

ences can provide the student with real stimuli in a non-

real setting, allowing each student in the classroom to be-

come mentally, physically and emotionally involved without

permanent results or a permanent decision after becoming in-

volved in only one simulated experience. While participating

in a variety of simulated experiences in different occupations,

the student will develop a basis for organizing a valuing system

for experience in which he is best suited and which he excells.

Thus the student becomes actively involved in-decision-making

concerning his potential career.

Hands-On Experiences: As the student becomes involved

in doing, rather than verbalizing, the need for a concern by

the classroom teacher about student motivation will tend to

decrease. Actual experiences in on-the-job work_situations

1

will provide valuable criteria by which the individual student

may evaluate his interests and abilities into actual practice.
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Each student in the classroom should participate in the field

experiences to his maximum potential.

IV. Ceneral Objective

To pre-ride experiences for students in levels nine and ten

that will enable them to make realistic occupational choices,

by gaining an understanding of the psychologj.cal aspects of

work as it relates to their own temperaments, personalities,

values, and abilities.

V. .Specific Process Objectives.

1. To inform students about occupational and educa-

tional opportunities at all levels.

2. To provide students not finishing high school with

information related to the opportunity to enter

an occupational training program and/or employment.

3. To provide students with knowledge in broad fields

of work which will assist the individual in making

long range vocational plans.

4. To provide "hands on" experience in various occu-

pational fields offered at the county vocational-

technical education center.

5. To make the student aware of the continuous changes

occurring in the world of work which necessitates

continuing education or training in the various

career areas.

To provide the student with information concerning

other educational opportunities. (Colleges and

other post-secondary programs.)



VI. Behavioral Product Objectives

1. To inform students about occupatienal and educa-

tional opportunities at all levels within the oc-

cupational cluster.

2. To provide the students with information Concerning

different careers, so that he/she will be able to

take purposeful steps within the occupational

clusters toward gainful employment.

3. To assist each student in comparing their oWn.self-

-evaluation- with that -of the employerts demand.in

their pre-chosen vocation.

4. To synthesis test results to occupational choices of

the students.

To develop an appreciation that the nature of occupa-

tional patterns indicates job changes, -retraining,

and flexibility in the world of work.

6. To-become knowledgeable of the availability of the

different types-of occupations as it relates to each

occupational cluster.

TO investigate the advantages and disadvantages of

many different types of-occupations before making a

tentative choice as a chosen vocation.

8. To familiarize the students with types of institutions

that normally provide training for-his/her selected

occupation especially if it is a specialized occupation._

9, To synthesize an understanding_ of the need for -continued-

education or training in the-various occupational areas.-

15
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10, To formulate a workable criteria of the various oc-

cupntions emphasizing the importance of training,

education and feasibility of such employment in the

future.

11. To investigate different typos of training programs

that are available to students.

12. To help the student comprehend that "hands-on-,

experiences" open the door to positions of greater

responsibility and greater wage earning power.

13. To utilize knowledge in developing competent job

interview techniques and application forms relating

to different types of occupations.

14. To stimulate awareness that the educational process

does not stop upon graduation from high school.

15. To develop a positive working experience toward

career exploration by using practical application

of occupational methodologies either in the-class-

room or laboratory setting.

VII. Teaching Strategies

1. Involve students with each occupations found in the

occupational cluster by:

(a) Making a scrapbook of the occupations with-
in the occupational cluster.

(b) Developing a workable model of the occupa-
tional cluster as it relates to the individual
student.

(c) Structuring a dramatization by the entire
class dealing with the occupational cluster.

-9-



2. Use a sequence of transparencies to point out major

geographic areas where occupations in the cluster are

located.

(a) Local

(b) State

(c) National

(d) World

Note: Different kinds of symbols should be used to
identify the different types of occupations
as they relate to the different occupational
clusters.

3. Develop a series of occupational brochures and posters

portraying the different occupations that haVe been

studied within the occupational cluster.

Note: This activity could be done on an individ-
ualized basis or by students working together
in a group.

4. Construction of audio-visual aids by students which

would show occupations as they relate to the various

clusters within the occupational cluster. These aids

would also show the skills needed to perform effectively

in the given occupation.

Note: This can be done effectively in a number of
ways. Skills and requirements should be
stressed which are needed by the employee to
function productively in his chosen occupation.
The dignity of man regardless of his occupa-
tion should be stressed ashe performs a
useful role in the overall development of the
world of work.

(a) Bulletin Boards

(b) Charts

(c) Graphs

-107 19



(d) Newspapers

(e) Murals

(f) Posters

(g) 'Television Scripts

(h) Games

(i) Tapes

(j) Records

(k) Comics

(1) Puzzles, etc.

Compare the different occupational aspects of the

world of work as they relate to the occupational

cluster in which they are studying.

(a) Economic Trends

(b) Ecology Trends

(c) Labor Trends

(d) Transportation Trends

(e) Social Trends

(f) Political Trends

(g) ScientifiC Trends

(h) Military Trends

(i) Governmental Trends on State, National,
and Vorld Developments

(j) Future Needs or Trends

6. Precentation of materials and information gathered

as the students studies the occupation within the

occupational cluster.



(a) Written Reports

(h) Spooc,

(c) Oral Reports

(d) Pantomime

(e) °Panel Discussions

CI') Demonstrations

(g) Debates

(h). Role Playing

(i) Simulation

7. Plan field trips to various occupations that would

cover a wide range or variety of occupations within

a given cluster and/or a correlation of different

occupational clusters.

8. Invite outside speakers to come to the class to

discuss their roles or job duties that they perform

within the occupation. The outside speaker should

be one who would cover a wide spectrum within the

occupational cluster. Speakers should be able to

demonstrate the competencies needed to perform ef-

fect _Ly within the occupation.

9. Gain broader insights on the occupations within the

clusters which would enable him to begin preparation

for the type of employment they may be considering as

a vocation.

(a) Analysis should be used extensively in
this phase of individual development.

(b) Job Interviews

(c) Salaries

-12-



(d) Working Conditions

(e) Advancement Procedures

(f) Growth of the company,. industry, or
corporation-

(g) Security to the individual by being
in this type of employmont.

(h) Locations of theSe types of employment.

10. Provide appropriate films, filmstrips, slides, or

movies showing different types of occupations as:

they relate to the occupational cluSter.

.(a) Films, filmstrips, or other audio-visual
aids should be selected based on the in-
terest of the students as it relates to
the cluster being studied.

(b) Follow up study of Bach audio-visual aid
with the possibility of individual growth
in some phase of occupational knowledge.

(c) Students should be encouraged to do in-
dividual research projects concerning
different types of occupations as they
relate to the occupational cluster.

11. Compile a questionnaire Concerning the major re-

quirements of some of the different occupations as

they relate to values, characteristics and attitudes

connected with different types of careers,

Mote: Many different aspects should be considered
in the overall questionnaire of job and occu-
pational readineSs.

(a) *Abilities Needed

(b) Educational Training

1. Elementary
2. Secondary
3. Vocational
4. Post- secondary Technical Training
5. College
6. University

-13-



(c) Physical Skills

1. Manual Dexterity
2. Psychomotor

(d) Mental Skills

1. Trainability
2. Communication Skills

(e) Sensory Perception

1. Sight
2. Feeling
3. Hearing
4. Tasting

(f) Working conditions as -raey relate to the indi-
vidual's suitability fox^ a particular area of
career involvement.

1. Inside
2. Outside
3. Physical Demands
4. Aptitude
5. Hazards

(g) Importance of different types of occupations
as related to the inter-dependence of nations.

1. National Priorities.
2. Self-satisfaction in the economic well-

being of the individual
3. National goals as related to the economic

well-being of the cluster.
4. The overall effects that clusters have

upon each other.

12. Describe various types of occupations as related to

the geographical location of the country.

(a) Frigid Climate

(b) Hot Climate

(c) Wet Climate

(d) Arid Climate

-14- 21



13. Stressing self-awareness and personal growth in all

students. Teachers and counselors should collaborate

to help students begin to focus systematically and

comprehensively upon the dimensions of self-awareness

and personal growth as these affect and'are affected

by their exposure to the concepts, ideas, practices

and realities of the world of work. These areas

should be dealt with in a general fashion in the class-

room setting by the teacher and/or counselor, and in

individual sessions. Of specific importance in the

interpersonal-intrapersonal realm might be listed such

areas as:

(a). A developing and strengthened sense of the
importance of useful work in our society,
and a corresponding respect for all those
who perform such work, as well as insight
into contemporary trends in the develop-
ment of new and innovative concepts of the

work ethic.

(b) The necessity for effective cooperation,
collaboration, and communication with others
in any meaningful human endeavor, whether
work or non-work, with particular attention
to factors facilitating and hindering' team
work and task completion.

(c) The diverse life styles, values, and roles
associated with the many different occupa-
tions in our society, and an increased a-
bility to accept the validity of a variety
of styles without hostility and alienation.

VIII. Hands-On Activities

Hands-on activities present a positive approach of career

choice activities which indicate individual decision making

=15-
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strategies that could be used to motivate the students. Personal

activities that involve the students give positive feedback con-

cerning appropriate decision making in occupational clusters.

Hands-on activities will provide ho simdents on indepth

understanding and, utilisatLon of the inTormaLion that they must

have before they can make .a realistic choice in any particular

occupational cluster. A systematic examination of each activ-

ity as a purposive, goal. seeking, learning organism is worth-

while to tl students _if they are to be suceessfJ1 in the- world

of work.

Student s acquire value systems which influence their choices

of occur?ations. When occupational information is given to a

student, it is filtered through psychological sets, attitudes,

preconceptions, and defenses. Students in the ninth and tenth

grades have liitlited and questionable information about occupa-

tions and are not ready for specific vocational choices. Work

has little meaning for them and they have often develojed

biases against certain occupational areas. Hands-on activities

will inculcate in the students an awareness of some of the vast

numbers of career opportunities within each occupational cluster

and will stimulate students to realize the importance of having

career goals, not only for self-realization and personal ful-

fillment, but for vocational success in any occupational field

regardless of the occupational cluster involved.

-16-



Hands-on ,activities at the ninth and tenth grades will help

the-student_cope_with_the-knowledge_ evalancho-of,the-last-derip,

and to achieve three developmental tasks: (1) organizing one

knowledge of social and physical. reality, (2) learning to Inhq*

well with: and in peer groups, (3) becoming an 1.11dependent

person in the world of work.

The role of the classroom teacher during hands-on activi-

ties includes: (1) helping each ,atudent to see himself caL

morthy, (2) helping each student experience success, (3) help-

ing each student to understand the net functions of the act-

ivity so that it is a worthwhile learning experience, (4) hclp-

ing each-student to realize that there is dignity in-doing a

_job well, (5) helping students consider and make decisions re-

gardingthe values of work as they interact with-each other,

(6) helping-each student develop an understanding of his own

talents, and (7) helping students make choices from a wide

range of occupations that are structured- around each occupa-

tional cluster.

The Lincoln County Vocational Technical-Center facilities-

will be utilized in providing ninth and tenth level students

with hands-on experiences or activities in the following

occupational cluster areas:

Office Occupational Cluster

This would include hands-on activities in.typing, account-

ing, office practice, office machines, duplidating machines,

24



offset machines, copying machines, mimeograph machines, key

punch machines, clerical and secretarial training.

TransportatLon Occupntionnl Cluster

activities in thin cluster would involve the

students in hydraulics, neumntics, small engine repair, and

a general overview of the combustion engine as it relates

to the general mode of transportation.

'Construction Occunational Cluster

In this phase of different activities the students would

become involved in building construction and maintenance which

would include masonary, carpentry, basic electronics, general

plumbing, tile setting, and basic blueprint reading.

Manufacturing Occupational Cluster

Welding would permit the students in this category of

hands-on activities the opportunity to obtain the fundamentals

of gas welding, electric stick welding, oxygen acetylene cut-
.

ting, inert gas welding, basic blueprint reading, layout

work and fitting products together.

Industrial sewing would include an appreciation of

assembly line sewing using industrial sewing machines. Students

would receive hands-on activities with the mehines in the

area of basic apparel. Other types of hands-on activities

would include fitting, basting, hemming, trimming and packing

the finished product.

-18-



HpalLh Occupational Cluster.

In this nro.1 or shidont competence hands-on activities

would include medical, record keeping, inventorying medical

supplies and equipment, temperature readings, blood pressures,

personal care of a patient, bed maki.ng and sanitary procedures

to he used ns a medical nursing assistant.

Hospitality. and Recreation OccupationnlCluster

The hotel and motel aides and management curriculum

would provide the students with hands-on activities in house-

keeping, decorating, hospitality, office procedures, safety

of guest, and other areas needed to be known in the hotel=

motel industry.

Connumer end Homemaking Occupational Cluster

In consumer and homemakiiIg the students would be pro-

vided with hands-on activities as a short order cook, chef,

waiter, dishwasher, salad maker, waitress and pastry decorator.

Residential home economics would provide other hands-on acti-

vities for the students in general housekeeping, family budget

making, family cooking, menu planning, grocery selections

and basic home sewing.

Through the use of hands -on activities, the ninth and

tenth grade classroom teachers in the local Secondary schools

are in the position to strike a balance between the conventional

goals of the school and the emerging vocational goals and

talents of the students. Students can enjoy learning for its

own sake; and it is in these levels that the students can

-19-



begin to make some tentative plans for the future by gaining

valuable inputs of occupational knowledge through a wide range

of hands-on activities within the classroom of the academic

school.

The secondary school curriculum can provide an inter-

linking of these occupational clusters through the following

methods:

Marketing and Distribution Occupational Cluster

Marketing and distribution occupational hands-on activity

can be obtained for the students by allowing them to assist

in ordering school supplies for the different teachers, clubs,

office, cafeteria and other materials which would he used for

special school events. This type of hands-on experiences could

be inter-locked into the general business class or a mathematics

class.

Other types of hands-on activities could be implemented

within the individual classroom by utilizing the facilities

of the total school plant. Some of these activites would

include such work experiences or activity as working in the

school office, book store, cafeteria, or selling tickets to

the different activities that the classes or school would

sponsor during the school term.

Marine Science Occupational Cluster

In biology class the study of fish life, algae or the

dissection of different species of fishes, toads and frogs in

relationship to various water solutions which were obtained

from local streams in the area. This type of hands-on

-20-



activity would give the students a basic understanding of

marind science and its impact upon the otel environment.

Agri-business and Natural nesources Occupational Cluster

Students enrolled in science clans colld do hands-on

activities in growing CUrCerent plini:a in (Ufforent typos

of soil under controlled condLtions as to soil, heat

and food additive-- This would give the students the im-

petus which they could me at their own homes in oaring for

their Esr4ens, lawns or products that they may raise either

for their own use or for market.

Scil, co_ and live=tock research could be clone by

those stuierts who either live on a farm or have access to

a fa-:..11. This tyT;a of bands-on activities could result in

el-osien, better oroT) rotation and the production

of 1'' ter livestock through improved feeding materials and

Riff,-,rent types of activities could be planned in the

clessrom and then carried out 1.11, the students during class

or af':er school or on Satilrdalr. Clear timber cutting procedures

could -.(orl:ed out by the stuOmts in a Earth Science Class

'ith th,) assistsn.1^ of the conservation and forostry officials

for field experiences in hands-on activities.

Many tobacco farmers in the local area would welcc.,Ie the

opportunity to work with young people in letting them help in

the preparation of tobacco for market. This type of hands-
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on activities or experiences is valuable training fer those

ritudenLs who mighL be considering a career in agriculture

or agri-business.

The Lincoln County Fyperimental Farm under the direction

of the ArricultUr-! of: Wost Virginia

be utiljod by the stud,nts for studyinfc scioutiLL,. iimmipeim

of difforont products such as tomatoes and strac/herrieto

tyre cf ].,arning o'perience vib hands-on

T.--.rt-Int for thoT. :.tnelents 114.-1 Might be considering a career

in son phase of agriculture er agribusiness.

The agribusinost and natural resource's Occupational

c1u.-7t-2 will be i-:urther. enhanced with the start of vocational

eqri:,7:1ture clas5.Ps at start of the 197/7!: seool term.

These elaSses will give the students the opportunity who are

intereSted in agriculture or-agricultural off: hoots- the

criterion for indepth study and hands -on activitl oe in-Many

different areas of agriculture or agri-businots.

Public Service O7:cliPational Clust,"

Public servir.e occupations can provide for hands-on

activities for the students which can be accomplished in any

-of the ,sscial studies Classes or by the Student government or

council -Of the school. One cxnmplo would be the studentswork-

ing; 7ith the law enforcement officials of the area for better

protoc-%inn at school activities or for more hi:ghway protection

;In hott.r low enforcement at school. .-:ones, Yetianothor way

cculd be provided for hands -on activities in the public service



occupational involvement would be through mock campaigns and

eloctions. This typo o C sLudent involvement would not only

(Ireate intererAt wiMin tho curriCuLum areas but would ni :Low

..Cor the students to bocom! invt,l-wld in diiinrent S1(.ots of

our privornmmt:11. pronerv:.) nrid

Other types o.0 s.-,vvioo occupations that could be

utiTir-d by the r"iir. scinirs on drug abuse nnd 1:aT

to contl-ol it by using r-1,-ource persons within the communit7

rnd ctud.nt Thi,; typo oT semjnar could easily be

condmted by studentz in either a social studies class or

those students doing extensive research in a chemistry class.

Students who wish for bands on activities in their

study hall period or part of their lunch period could work

with the head start children who are enrolled within the

local areas. This type of activity should provide the students

yith hnds-on activities and experiences in caring for younger

children.

These different suggested, activities are but a few that

could be incorporated into the existing curriculum where the

'students can obtain hands on activities within the public

service occupational cluster.

Fine Arts and Humanities Occupational. Cluster

The fine arts and humanities occupational, cluster could

be interlocked into the curriculum through speech classes

where the students would use extemporaneous, oral interpreta-

tiun, debate and modes of speeches dealing with different

occupational areas thus giving the students not only a valuable

speaking experience, but a creative one as well.
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Dramatics could be included in speech class as well as

in the span clubs, school assemblies or play productions.

These forms of bands-on activiLies would provide the students

with primary knowledge o C the performing arts as they take

place before an audience in a real work situation.

It is entirely feasible that with the cooperation of

WMUL-TV, Channel 37), Marshall University, Huntington; West

Virginia, that certain types of productions could be corre-

lated so they could be produced for educational television

showing.

Art class would be ideal for the students to learn the

different types of art expressions as the students do their

creation using the different types of medias to express their

inner self whether it be on canvas, sculpture, macrame or

free form art.- School bulletin boards, murals, advertise-

ments for the school newspaper or annual are outstanding

methods for the students to obtain hands-on experiences as

artists or doing work -in the creative ara area.

A student art exhibit, whether it be in the school or on

the local sidewalk, is one method the students can use. They

can use the management phase of their art experiences to gain

hands-on experiences in setting up, displaying, selling and

managing the total art exhibit.

Glee club activities or music class is ideal for the

student:: in becoming familiar with music not only for the

approciation and participation but for the possibility of a

career choice later on in life. If the student or students



are interested -in this typo of a future career, participation

sChool functions whore singing is a prime method of gaining

bands-on netivity in thin particular area of the cluster.

Participation in civic; afinirs or to become a member

of the youth or adult choir of church are other methods

that the student; may obtain hands-on activities in this

cluster area.

Band and related activities is one of the main areas

in the school where the Students can learn the indepth

workings of musical instruments-and how -La perform musically

under different types of activities involving Such areas as

sport events, musicals, dramatics, dances and other forms of

Musical spectacles. This type of hands-on experienCeS for

the students who are considering some type of-career in the

musical area is an asset to them in their occupational

choice.

Working in the public library and-the school library

would be another way students can acquire hndt-on activities

in the fine arts and humanities occupational cluster.

Foreign language classes in the local high schools can

be utilized-by the students in the fine arts and humanities

occupational cluster to gain a overview of a foreign language

or languages.

This type of comprehension could lead many students to-

emplo:-ment in different types of government occupations as

well as different industries.
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Creative writing should he encouraged and practiced

in the English-, journalism and foreign language classes.

Tn this area of student development hands-on experiences

and a lelowledge of journalistic writing style can he de-

veloped. This competency would as the student in hands-

on activities for many different related occupations besides

the fine arts and hnm'inittes occupational cluster. In crea-

tive writing the students should be given a free hand to

eYplore and express different writing styles and topics more

especially those of current interest locally, state and

national. If it is possible many of these expositions should

be published in the school newspaper and in the local newspaper.

Different Indian artifacts which can be found locally.

could be studied by the students in different social studies

classes giving the students hands-on activities in utilizing

past civilizations as a means of bringing anthropology into

the existing curriculum. This would make the study of past

civilizations more relevant and interesting for all students,

especially for those students who may express a desire for

occupational knowledge in this area of their learning

experiences. This area of study in the fine arts and

humanities occupational cluster is effective in bringing the

realities involved in the humanities into a classroom setting

using past civilizations of the area for the learning environ-

ment which is necessary for hands-on activities.



Environmental OccupationalCluster

Environmental occupati ons can be interlinked into the

existing science curriculum of the secondary schools, with-

out any changes needed in the general structure of the

total school. Noise abaLement ami conLrol within the school

plant can be analyzed by the students in the science classes,

by using scientific methods can effectively control the noise

element within the school facilities.

Ornamental horticulture is one area within the science

curriculum that the students can acquire hands-on activity.

In this area not only can the students do indepth study and

hands-on experiences but. can do landscape and beautification

projects on the school ground, and in different community

beautification projects. This application of hands-on

activities would give the students interested in this field

of employment an incentive for learning and different types

of occupational experiences. Hands-on activities of occupa-

tional knowledge can be accomplished in this cluster in science,

biology, earth science and physical science curriculums.

Water pollution of the local streams can he collected,

analyzed and studied by the students in chemistry class

and other science classes. This activity could lead to a

clean stream project or _to a need for more pure water in our

environment.

One-of the outstanding projects for any science class

would be the establishment of a wildlife and bird sanctuary
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on excessivo hillside property owned by the county board of

education. in this untural fieti.ng the students walls' be

studying the wildlifo in Moir n hnbitnt, thus gnining

hands-on activity on how wildlif) does contribute to the

overall balance of nature.

Sewage abatement and control should be studied by the

different science classes with periodic field trips to the

public traatment facilities thus providing the students the

opportunity to prlctice practical applications of knowledge

gaining hands-on activity in this area of environmental

control oocupational cluster.

M7,117 Cff:?rent types of hands-on experiences or activities

should be obtrine,7: for the students in the ninth and tenth levels

in their difflcrent science classes regarding mineral extraction.

This type of activity can he accomplished-by field trips to

.different strip minas, shaft mines or visiting a drilling

site which is being explored for natural gas or oil. Hands-on

experiences in the drilling area should be obtained by field trip

visittion within the lodal area to a water drilling site which

would provirla water for a local. resident, By doing indepth

study and research within this area -of environmental control and

by a limited amount of hands-on activities the students would

know if this area would be a target for them td work toward

later-employment.

Communication aryl -Media Occunational Cluster

Different ty7es of activities should be used- for the students

to gai :1 hc.nds-on activities or experiences in the communication

as



and media occupational cluster. One activity would be to

allow the general business students to do the answering service

Por the school kolophono. ritudonts could make the school

oonounceloonLs elr.-r the publi,. v: system of school.

audnts fThnud bo encnurrci:d and given tho opportunity

nnnnnncr, the 7.111-k.iif' of tip school thus giving them

oppn-toniy to bro-rlot nn event as it happens before an

r.tod,nt activities could be inter-

leeked into ray c-/,ecially into a general buSiness,

journ;.lism or spenrh clnr7?s.

StuflortS should be encourap:ed to take photographs of

differ -a', cohcol ft :lotions and events as it related to the

diffsr-mt activiti:?.. of thr:, total. school. These photographs

could bn developed by the students and later used in the school

neuspope... or molly of them could be used in the school annual.

Ey providin-s this type of learning experiences in the journalism

laboratory the studonts are being provided with hands-on activity

in the communication and media occupational cluster.

Personal Service Occupational Cluster

Home economics classes would be ideal for students to

receive hands-on experiences or activities in the personal

service occupational cluster. Cosmetic demonstrations could

be given by resource persons with the students practicing

cosmetic grooming on each other for different types of

events or occasions. Proper methods of manicuring could by

demonstrated to the students by a resource person and then
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each wnii IA he g*LVC91 tho opportunity to do individunl.

work on n ;Ando)) mole hu:: obin in ing 11:1-nd:; -nn activity

:i,n this nron o Lilo 1)01.9N-r d. V.0 (ff:M1p:13101101 n-111:11;01`.

A weight nontrol could he 0:;i:nhlThhnO with

the coral--,iion of the hool econom;p. clanni:s nnd the physical

education Orl-rlre... 111rV1n.on activities would include the

student:7 0:7°11n types of exercise routines;

r-ld the er-1;:li.thi- 1;, r*Illis according to the diffaront

t7ne' of phy-icr-.1. each individual student is en-

railed in the control clinic.

Stulents who are intereste4 in mortuary science as s-n

futur,; career coilld arrange with the local mortuaries to

answer the telephone for a given period of time or perhaps

answer the door when a family is receiving visitors. Legally

at no time is tho student or students in thit area of hands --

on activity to be involved with the care, preparation and

presentation of the deceased.

During the memorial services the students could help

load, transport and set up mortuary equipment; assist with the

loading-and unloading of the floral tributes, drive floral vans4_

end, if requested by the mortuary establishment, drive a fnmil?.

car. All of these experiences would provide the student with-

the nepessary activities which are needed if one is to select

this area of employment as a means of a future-occupational

choice.
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If it is feasible the student could accompany an

experienced employee of the mortuary establishment in the

loading and unloading of an invalid at.their home and then

accompany them in the ambulance to one of the local hospitals

either in Huntington, Madison, Charleston or Logan, West

Virginia. In this respect: the student would be involved

in a wide variety of lab :Ids-on activities which is needed

if the students are to become successful in this area of the

personal service or^upational cluster.

In summation, community resources should be utilized to

the full ezt by the Students in levels nine and ton. Dy pro-

viding the opportunity for hands-on activities in all of the

fifteen occupational clusters, the students will become aware

of a variety of occupational opportunities in their prepara-

tion for job entry. The student's role in society is deter-

mined largely by his work role, thus making hands-on activities

a necessity as they prepare themselves for the world of work

by improving their own competencies to the limit of their

abilities and interests.

During the summer the Lincoln County Vocational-Technical

Center facilities will_be utilized to provide more indepth

opportunity for the ninth and tenth level students. This will

broaden their range of vocational experiences by increasing

the time spent through actual hands-on activity experiences.

Not only are the students receiving hands-on activities and

experiences in actual employment environments and situations
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but they are increasing their awareness and accountability for

their vocational selections and successes of the future.

IX. Si mul.ation

amulation utili%es instruct Lon to the student on how to

perform different occupations within the occupational c]uter.

In order to may abreast of the chnn;;es in industrial technol-

ogy and to facilitat:, 3earning in caraar exploration, simulation

in no:And for all-ntuannts.

The problem of assisting students to consider vocational

educatioml opportunities is unlimited through the use of

simulation within th,,.) classroom. Simulation will help the

students in their etucational and vocational planning; interest

them in the orientation of training opportunities, and motivate

them to seek information and pursuefurther training at higher

grade levels. At this grade level the student has made or

will soon make an occupational choice. They usually make it

without enough understanding of the prerequisites of the

occupation. The student's choice may be made in response to

current interests, to parental influence, or for other reasons

that will cause him to lack success in selecting his occupational

goal.

Simulation will help overcome this barrier by helping the

student assess his abilities and interest as he performs dif-

ferent roles within different clusters. The careers for which

the student is best fitted would be partially determined by

his successful achievement during his role in simulation.

Simulation will assist the student in: (1) discoVering

and understanding economic processes related to, work, (2)
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discovering occupational opportunities and requirements, ("i)

exploring work opportun7ii ,!; and the porrormnnro or wnr1- kr,

(4) to I" , 1 1 ,001 intorentr: nnd ( )

oduc:.tion :i , old

(6) to utiIi7e

unrthOliln nniqm,mon-1

n!

si.0111.,tinn

e-n,rience41.

tu.lentn will loarmli-Nw ti rc-

t':iIth ch-lven r-- r,-n os they 'move into nior

high school. This will them in understanding how to

deal with change as an e.w-present aspect of life more °me-

oiPlly in their chosen occupational area through: (1) and ,r-

standing the concept of work and the human satisfaction fomd

in work; (2) develop proper attitudes toward work and ooc*;ty

as a whole; (3) to understand the economics of the world of

work; (4) to develop a broad background of knowledge and under-

standing Of the occupational clusters; (5) become aware of

their occupational talents and capitalize on them through sim-

ulated and vicarious experiences; and (6) increase their abil-

ity to evaluate their own future vocational choices.

The teacher should take into consideration the student's

perception of himself and the image of the person he would

like to become as he moves through a logical sequence of sim-

ulation exercises by instilling within each student a desir-

able attitude toward the world of work and the dignity of man

as they perform a useful service to mankind.

Well planned projects using simulation will give the stu-

dents a means for self-exploration. Involvement by the student



r--

will give him/her the opportunity to assess their abilities,

determine their self-concept, and to prepare for initial entry

employment. Simulation affords many opportunities for

stressing the importance of personal appearance, developing

responsibility, and bringing a student up to employability.

Activities utilizing simulation must be flexible enough

to satisfy every student's needs. Planned activities using

Fimulatirn will: (1) improve self-confidence, (2), provide

a wide range of career experiences, and (3) develop a desir-

able approach to the process of career choices and simulated

work experiences.

Simulation presents the complex realities of contemporary

interactive processes by motivating students using relevant

and realistic problems and inducing more efficient and active

comprehension of information. Through the use of simulation

students will learn to see the interrelationship of their

decisions and how they affect later educational and occupational

opportunities which are needed by individuals with varying sets

of personal characteristics to promote a better understanding

of self and their interpersonal relationships with others.

Through simulation the student will experience decision

making within the constraints or work structure of particular

occupations. For simulation to have a value in developing

vocational knowledge, the decision making must be structured

around a model of real life vocational occupations. The aim

of a simulated experience is to help the student clarify his.
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own values pertinent to the real world of work and to concep-

tualize kinds or decisions to be made while performing an

occupation.

nimulntion when used - classroom learning activity

will provide involvomont, Suture factual

'and Thad to comparative discussions by the students. Simulation

in the Lls L. used by military, by industry, and by

rerAni sr.ientists. Simulai-ion within the classroom is a re-

inncrtive t7;chflique that can be used by the classroom

tencher to emnhasiza snecific b:.haviors in an o. Apational

Tr!7'ough the use of simulation within the classroom,

erlucatt,rs have discovered the imnrovement of problem-solving

communication, and an interdisciplinary integration rarely

achieved elsewhere.

X. r' ?thoda of Instruction

Although Career Exploration instruction correlated into

the existing curriculum has been considered a relatively new

area of vocational education in comparison with instruction

in such areas as vocational home economics and vocational

agriculture, the attainment of deSirable instruction results

is not a simple matter. Decisions concerning the kinds-of

instructional methodologies to be used should be based on:

(1) factors conditioning ability; (2) roles of direct in-

structional and incidental learning; (3) different modes

and/or types of presentation; (4) the role of intensified

skill training in correlation with the other disciplines;
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(5) '(ho utility of ocompritional generalizations in correlation

tho nth( r (1 V)) (:ho rola (vii tontr: dotor-

or I Infl I. N I. i 4 )11.. I choi c or tho

firilIrsi for the individual s:Aid-n!;; nnd (7) ho Imo of

rflinro and conns.ging on in iudividwa and: group bnsis ns

n of or(-17,ntionnl in-:truntion.

YT. c:
_

rf -,n7 r=0- for intensified training is de-

p7nd-o1 upon tha ela:rr,e to which it sntisfies the following

itrt: ,(1) it clist hav:, wide occupational application

w .th --ery few exceptions; ri.nd (2) -students knowledge-of the

cxcentions of these rules must be known which

Ir.71r* a positive differense in occupational choice based

IF:ion-intensified tr.J.ning in Career Exploration.

XII. L rmrsts ard Evaluntion

The use of diao:nosis and evaluation to motivate and guide

the IeT:rnsr in intensified training shOuld be used to provide

valuable information for accomplishing individual differences

occuTx,tional -choices within the classroom. Two-other

vnlid functions of diagnosis and evaluation for the classroom

t's char are (1) for comparing individual -and class achieve-

mant and; (2) as a dependent variable of individual compre-

hension as it relates to Career Exploration.

The use of proper diagnosis and evaluation should pro-

vide the classroom teacher as well as the guidance counselor

the following career informttion: (1)- students' knowledge

of education required to enter their chosen vocation and/or
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occupation; -(2) f;o]cction of nn occupation and/or vocation

"bar:ra on Fho 11,.H .1r1 ;'1 v (sd

nii)!.; in (4.4. .,. 1! I,l , ;) t pc,:a 7:2lal E111

l'ho 011, sr.-1-ri: ;1 1 )1 I( OH nit) ;:oci an it con

:;11 1: (1k .1.11.` ti( of vmrk; (10 1:1)0

npproPri r,rsrup--I Eorya ehoic-,s in rolationnbip to

ability tast ;:col (5) E'c,-1-,nts, knowledge of the duties

that they ar.-: ev-p-rsi,-.1 to fulrill in their chosen occupation;

(6) students' knowlcd";c concerning skills needed to function

in their chosen occupationq; ard (7)- the appropriateness of

the curriculum-Choice-made in correspondence with the goals

the student has selected for later attainment whether it he

in tha academic or vocational areas.

XIII. Academic and Vocational_ Preference

There is no set pattern for defining either academic and/

or vocational interest, since there are _a number of different

purposes for which the term is employed. When considering

students and their education, academic and vocational- choices

are viewed as the two most important preference areas. Most

of the recent research which has contributed to the understand-

ing of students' interests and preferences has focused on these

two major topidt. Research in recent years has indicated that

the development of vocational selections either good -or bad

by the secondary students and the rationale of decisions un-

derlying their academic and/or vocational choide are valid and

predictive of their future occupational employment.
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XIV. DesirableAttitude.

The development and mrantenance of desirable attitudes to-

ward the world of work could-be accomplished by: (1) showing

the students that the skills learned whiLe in high school are

those most likely to be needed by him in the future; (2) pro-

viding the student with a definite and efficient reason for

learning; (3) emphasizing individUal and class progress; and

-(4) encouraging members of the class the spirit of mutual

pride and cooperation in their achievement.

XV. Criteria For Occupational_ Selection

The criteria for occupational selection should be based

primarily upon various elements of social utility at these

grade levels: (1) frequency Of the occupation; (2) diffi-

culty of the occupation; (3) geographic spread of the occu-

pation; (4) spread among the various occupational. clusters;

(5) social acceptability of the occupation; and (6)- crucial-

ity of the occupation. In career education, the wide range

in student occupational knowledge differs greatly with the

variability in the socio-economic levels--and in the experimental

background.

Once the criteria for occupational selection has been

established, the critical question is what specific occupational

Cluster and/or what skills- should be studied during the intensi-

fied training sessions. When the decision has-been made concern-

ing which occupational cluster is to be studied in conjunction

with the particular course work, the next step is to decide at

which area or level the skill developments are to be studied.
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Tlie major factors whi:ch should ho of primary importance are:

(1 ) frequency of occurronco in student selection; (2) perman-

once of vuluo for thc, student's future occupational usage; (.3)

difficulty of the occupational skill in relationship to the

student's maturation; and (4) the extent to which occupational

skill development and/or intensified skill development should

be corrolutea to some common community and/or area occupational

employment.

XVI. Skills and Knowledge

A persistent issue in the field of secondary education

esPecially in the ninth and tenth levels is a growing concern

for appropriate skills and knowledge needed to succeed in the'

world of work. The most obvious weakness is in social class

cleavages, obsolescence of skills taunt, and the early career

decisions which have been forced upon the student at an earlier

age Without any prior knowledge or understanding and/or prereq-

uisites of the different occupations from an occupational voca-

tional standpoint. The major and chronic problem which confronts

all people who are concerned with students at this grade level

are the goals to be obtained by all students who are enrolled

in either the ninth or tenth levels.

Based upon available evidence, skills, and knowledge at

these grade levels should encompass four major curricular de-

cisions which are needed to be recognized and understood by each

student as to: (1) That skills and knowledge does one need

to know and/or understand about a particular occupation? (2)

How many clusters should be studied and at what rate they
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should ho studied? (3) Should particular emphasis be placed

upon one or more clusters? (0i) How much time should be al-

lottod to vocational studies or inensiriod training? The ul-

tilwao Foal in occupational vocmtonni training is to enable

each student to have a workable and salable knowledge of a

specific vocational skill which would enable them to succeed

in the world of wcrk.

Br)yond P. central core of high-frequency occupations, it

is impossible to predict with confidence the range of skills

and knowledge any ps.rticulnr student will need to know during

his occupational caresr. Decisions must he made concerning

the critFris to be used in selecting occupations for inten-

sified occupational training in the curriculum. These de-

cisions must take into connideration the student and their

adult roles in chosen occupational areas,

XVII. Ti crs ALlotAent

Time allotment per se is relatively meaningless in Career

EYploration for the individual student or students unless the

instrrctor considers such other elements as: (1). the number,

and difficulty of the occupational skill being studied; (2)

student aptitudes and abilities; (3) the drive and adroit-

ness with which both the classroom teacher and the student en-

gar;e in the learning process; (4) the amount and quality of

in:..truotion in other discipline areas that pertains to skill

develcpqcrt; and. (5) the efficioney of the methods and pro-

ceiures boing used.



XVIII. C.orro1. I1 ( r:ub lot:

Cori %) I :11.1.00 0 o al i fl um miter:Lai s from the separate

Oir,cAp] j nter-c,, ! Loa Lo ::1i1 -eve intor(liscirl 1 nary

;_11C1 ,r t-t1 ; -1. 01 0 :1. Ac:

t 1 1, ; -4 ; r.t 1 to ear.; ." i)-1.0rati o f.i. LI : In erloh subject

/ 1. 0 tfa()T. r4 111 wi,th the contort; of

r1):11;i0-; to a more menning'eni

: '.;;\ For :11 1 ;I Lud . 11V071.110(1. ThiS t110

r.F nirCT.3- rAd.Ort iri,111/1 1)11 (-;!; thu gal) _between the academic

vocation:11 our-c1;[-oluia., eeitic01:11- the bond

6.1.-1) d go: 1,-;o11-1 d be the future 0.0 all

-1 -,f v voc.at1 ma], and/or oe cup at i.ou

r endow:Lc- Eonal r-z1.-.el at ion should ( 1 ) pro-

eareer iolormati.on in the Context of -specific

13t,":7 I 1Ct.i. On. ; ( 2) strenLhen student, int c--.1,7ast

J. slibject (TS) provide e a classroom atmosDhere

foster rrtud. Diotivat1 on and eliconrage individual

rnd, ilarninf; by diftcovory and/or inqui ry metThos ; (L)

r;turqent c< 1;i or:: of p:!rson.,1. eecupational

-..- ; ch lfir,Urid 2-1r1 tr) grr%-)t,Ir -understandin,-, cC tbe

I ir r2,ccupation -.no ( r;) pro7i de for, -

: r.r:ti.vitie.s o r 1-11r/ ; -f -1, p 1;1. e -1-pat ion which would

'1. IP' :.N.7 rf)-7 90)4 ,141-,-ri, (1

'Y; 7 (-1 ; ':-Pc,n't clif;(1:1,-01-inne; con-1 ft

tin2ou11 ( 1) "I.-x:1.0,1th et-a,-1renc 1)etw:-.ei t.

t '3'11'113:C3 kr) t 0 n; 07.7. the :3 ma e:. 'Ad



and/or grade level; (2) interdepartmental conferences between

deportment headn regardlens or the grade level; and (3) plan-

ning'nchedules of tonchern te:Iching the same grade level to be

move centralized no that cerralation in feastble.

American studies, English, science, math, biology, algebra,

typing and related courses are areas which can easily be adapted

to the study of occupation. Other subject areas such as music,

physical education, and economics can also be used effec-

tively. Occupations should be studied as a part of each sub-

ject matter area. The language arts program could easily

include oral and written reports, role playing, interviews,

stories, poems, riddles, and letter writing. Math and algebra

should include the relationship to the worker and to the com-

putation skills that they must have in order to obtain, perform,

and function in the world of work. Art can be related to the

workers in terms of drawing, painting, molding, lettering, etc.,

skills needed to obtain, perform and function effectively in

many occupations.

Science and biology can be adapted to show the skills

needed to perform successfully in technical and related occu-

pations. Besides the suggestive methodologies, other per-

tinent or valuable information may be used by the students to

gain deeper and more meaningful insights into the world of

work and the dignity of man. The effective and conscientious

classroom teacher, by using games, simulation, songs, stories,

video tapes and other visual and graphic aids and the infor-

mation derived from different field trips can increase'the
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student's critical awareness of the role that they must per-

form to be effective citi?.ens oC our dynamic society in the

world of work.

Role playing the different activities at these grade

levels is an excellent way for the classroom teacher to gain

valur.ble outputs of student behavior in any learning situation.

Role playing helps the students internalize work values into

thAr live-- Thew activities are essentially an occupaxional

preparation, job placement, and job success steps. Role

playing may consist of all these activities and procedures re-

quired of en individual who is proficient in vocational. skills.

Corre".ation shcul d be approached in terms of what has

tal7en place in the cluster being studied at that particular

tire. Students should be able to relate what they have studied

du:-inn tl-e phase that they are considering at that time. There-

fore, evelr.ation can consist of self-appraisal by each student

virile the teachers may use evaluation tools to determine the

a::roe to which the students have attained the expected compe-

tenciez during the course of studying the occupational cluster.

The success of the student Is measured by his understandings,

attitudes, appreciations and skills acquired and displayed

durinr; the unit. By doing this, each student has demonstrated

his competancies within the occupational. cluster. The end

predir:t of the unit Should be the individual's internalization

of his own worth as a productive member of society.

As America progresses in technology and students are

better educated to their surrounding environment, they Will



autoniaticaly challenge the relationship of the school curric-

ulum to their predicted nocini. meld work roles. Natural re-

1:.1: ionships between basic skills and orfectiv, satisfying

Ferformances can be idmiLred or tho students in nil

subj;:as of the high school, curriculum. A vnrioLy of methods

nnd procedur-:s musi: be used flr intenTating work skills into

ti curriculum.

XIX. Cui,led Sc-47 in Cn,rper. R-nlorntion

Thor) is a growing realization among educational leaders

that assigning certain work failed to- result in a satisfactory

o'cupational learning experience for many students. The main

rGascns for this cc:; .d be dun to the lack of study facilities

in the hc.ne or from a lach or proper direction on the part of

the class:'ccm teach-)r. All too frequently, guided study on

the 1 =t cf the student has degenerated into mere collection

of studtYrits into a study hall- in which the primary role of the

tl-,T,her is keGping order rather than providing valid pro-

f,:ssicnal career assistance to the students. The advent of

new educational technology, with a strong emphasis upon in-

dividualized prescribed instruction blending the academic and

vocational curriculum into a single component should be studied

in developing training strategies in Career Exploration.

XX. Evaluation Techniques

Evaluation within.the occupational cluster should be

a continuous process in which the students interlink work

values into their personal value systems. The classroom

teacher can use several reliable methods to gain deep&

t



insights into what the individual student thinks about both

himself and aboul: work values generic to his social criteria.

Work values should hwe r:!1.!vanco and congenial manning to

studfnts totll person-11 vIni: system. Ineinded in The

nre .1.1 of the,:n nctLyEtLes and procedures dvajgned

to 11,Ap the students n'Tlere the personal meaning and vnrious

fr.n._ of -TinAc and the viluns tha it sustains for them,

Ma-process of el/alua.tan-will be an ongoing activity

which only the claslroom taarher can direct. The throe

bnnic criteria fer an effective evaluation of student in-

vri-r-err% nh-,uld be centered around:

(1) Structur.wi occupational clusters or job

families discussed or studied in a class-

room setting.

(2) Instruments yielding quantitative and/or

qualitative measures of psychomotor

-and affective characteristics of-occupational

clusters of job families.

(3)-"Instruments returning comparative profiles

of students who are involved in the explor-

ation facets of occupational Clusters.

All data-compiled from student activities will be used at

the teachers discretion to provide information related to

the validity of learning_inputs into the world of work areas.

XXI. Methods Of Evaluation

1. The observation of pupil participation in group

discussion related to career orientation or to the
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clusters being discussed.

2. Observation of pupil participation in activities

such as:

A. Materials brought to clans from outside sources

B. Role playing situations

C. Oral questioning and answering questions

D. Group discussions

E. Occupational debates

F. Pupil in interpretive exercises

G. Anecdotal records

H. Work samples of the students

3. Comparative Analysis of:

A. Responsibilities students had when school started

or starting of an occupational cluster.

B. Responsibilities students now perform effectively

at the closing of the school term or at the clos-

ing of an occupational cluster.

C. Occupations that students can now observe.

D. Occupations that students can now perform within

a given occupational cluster.

E. Pre and post testing.

4. A. Maturation level of the student at the beginning

of the school term in terms of career orientation

and development of positive attitudes toward the

world of work.

B. Attitude and development changes in each student

recognized as they evolve toward their unique
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fle.cupoti ort:11. Ouesti Inni ro for Nei epth Malay.

111.:11: ere hcs tor on employee in this
pi .rt earn- oeni on?

pm1,1 nyment i ill; .; prmt:Leular or:cup:aim. elmeated

.h1 et, , ..:, ::n futur-:'?

3. :1; .7...Twit-vents ,iu as boi.glit7

11, ;.1- MI an employee should

4. In- -d: jninlic--.1 or hobbies would be helpful.

Icy the ei7 ,./1.1y:1,1 to have in entering this occupation?

5. 1.'lh at special skills are re:guir:A by the employee in

et',ring this occupation?

'.'111.-.1; are tIn local. requirements that must be fulfilled
before an employee can be hi.red for this occupation?

7. What tools, equipment, and supplies must be furnished

by the employee in this occupation?

8. What kinds of educational. and/or vocational training

must he taken by the employee to meet the employer

standards or certification?

9. How long does it tnice. and -what does it include to

meet employer standards or certification in this

occupation?

10. If this is a- union -position, what would be the re-

quirements that you as an employee must meet before

yeti can- join or belong to the union?

11. What provi-sions are- made by the employer for on the

job training for- the employee?
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12. What type of occupational experience if any must an

employee have before ho /she can enter this occupation

or profession?

13. In this position, can an employee advance and if so,

how far?

14. In preparing for this position as an employee, what

related positions would you be preparing for?

15. What are the average yearly earnings for a beginning

employee-in this occupation?

16. What are the geographic locations of this particular

employment?

17. What are the main advantages and disadvantages of this

particular occupation?

18. Are fringe benefits provided for the employee by the

employer in this occupation? If so, are they adequate

and what are they?

19. In this occupation is the employee assured of steady

work or is it a seasonal or irregular occupation?

20. In this occupation, is the employee exposed to occu-

pational hazards and diseases contributed to the dif-

ferent occupations? If so, what are the hazards and

diseases?

21. Why do you as a prospective employee believe that

this particular occupation would be suited for you?

22. Why do you as a prospective employee believe that this

particular occupation would not be suited for you?



I
. (10 you have that uoulel

:J.

IT; -; ,,; ,fi- - LI: 01)1, On?

VII:- i: occup._iti !lit:: in tliLr occupation,

. y,,11 IA, fro rill:

1411: ;: i:'Lr'c1;:: Cl y.il 1 n:-; pros.p.!ct1.v;-1 01.101(,?..A.

i .!0 t j.1-:t -tplul(1

1;-, Jo thic cr-cpplt;,-,n

76-.. In ic- 3.\--,91ired in this type

occupaticr:2

77-= I it talr_a to fulfill the apprenticeship

p: of::c11Pation?

22. tha employee to hava bettor

aptitudes Such as manual. dex-

tarity,_ fir_zw .Corm perception, motor -co-

ordination, spatial perception and: p.:ice perception.

Doe:: thi r. particular occup-..tion require any of the

preceri-Lne:-: If so-, what el-1-13 would it be hard for

ircu to fulfill?

29. In the sdary in tliis particular occupation- based

upon incentive or merit pay? If so, what -would yoi
to do 1.7.11re y-.11 could re.ceiv:: a salary

30. Iltr7t i3 the primary functions of this particular

tic?

31. 0o-0cl-owing this occTipation thnt

to 1/.:;11. th :! ft preY,;Pc:ctivo employee.?
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3').. Tr a bonus or oommssion involved in this occupation?

If no, how would ad (Itipleyee receive it?

33. In thin occupation :qv, you nupervined by others or

:vou self -directod?

3. What reIationship does this occupation have to other

occupations?

35. What worthwhile contributions could I make as an

employee in this particular occupation?

36. Can I function as an individual in this occupation?

37. How are promotions based within this occupation and

what are the promotional opportunities for this par-

ticular occupation?

38. Describe the main functions of this occupation?

39. In your indepth study of this particular occupation

what resources did you find most helpful in reveal-

ing information which helped you concerning your

decision involving this occupation?

40. What specific: educational courses should I as a ,pro-

spective employee for this occupation concentrate

upon?
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XXIII. Oocupational Informntion Facts

SLudent's

Job Title

Cfter Titles- Used Male Female

foimriary Of Function of thn Or:1101[-.6;n

frilary yiftnimum__ Maximum

Commission

Working Hours: Average per meel-. From To ..

Number of Nights Shift Work_

Overtime Never Seldom Frequent

Fducntinnt Eletentsry Junior High _

cy,Si j
. -College

Post S.c:ondnr7 __Technical

Other

Job FzTerinnco: Pr,avious at.,,ecienoe Required? Yes No

Acc.aptable Typn and, Length.

PyiviouS jobs -Normally Hold _

TToot Gf Promltions

Promtion-,1 0:pAortunities-

Fringe P.,:mefits: Y3-;

Adnqmto C Ys No

No

Pil -Vacation?

Si(k L :Iva?

Lif,

PHlid-lys?

.1 Co No

No

No

lionfitti? Ye No

Ilicentiir _Pay? Yes-_ No



Supervision: Supervision of other employees

Supervised by

Self-Directed

Equipment: General (Name)

Special: (Name)

Company Furnish? Yes

You Mmlish Owe Yes

No

SI/

No

Company pay for your Equipment and Materials?

Yes No

On The Job Training; Length of Time?

Skills Taught?

TranSforable to Another Position?

YeS

Relationnhip to other occupations:

Within the orw.,aization? Ys
Outn..ide the- orgenization? Yes No

Technic:al Knowledge: Seldom Often Frequent

Other T:1,ec of Knowledge Needed to Perform Effectively With-
.

in Thi.E.. Particular Occupation: (Name)

Basic Skills Needed in This Occupation: (Name)

Can I Function as an Individual in This- Oacupation: (Describe)
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What worthwhile contributions can I make ih this organization

an an individual? (1
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XXIV. Personality Profile

Each individual knows himself better than anyone else.

In order to obtain a personality profile of yourself and to

understand yourself better as to your own strengths and weak-

nesses, be completely fair as you check each question. Then

after you have completed the checklist study it to see where

and what you can do as an individual to improve yourself as

you prepare for some type of gainfill employment.

Never Seldom Usually Sometimes Always

1. Cheerful

2. Sad

3. Friendly

4. Pleasant

5. Sincere

6. Persistent

7. Alert

8. Tactful

9. Punctual

10- Neat

11. Cooperative

12. Argumentative

13. Courteous

14. Honest

15. Self-Controlled

16. Thorough

17. Sympathetic

18. Reliable
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19. Loynl

Helpful

Confident

tmbitious

24_ TrwItworthy

25. Mc ,(1,,

26, Lcud

27, Foul Mouth

28. Patient

Dirty

30, Accurate

-55-
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a

Yr/. (ill,'`;

;,-; of bow prof i : pot :;011 turfy -ho in a chosen

pr' f',^ nsi on rn occupn Li on tannv t nwft Tito outcome depends

1 :job nt c. i t, nov- rhnul know os Lab-

, r for

i 11,7 vr re] n I i empl over :ior a bone-

mwar(1 :

T. MrIPC' TAIT' b2nt apt)ea ance.

imprelon in :-. 1nnking one no make yours

f,rod one.

3. in mind that the interviewbegins the second

n-, r, you r--e your appear:Theo before the emplovor.

4,, the in1-,Irview moving,.

3. Dr noL moaepolize the conVersntion.

6. renpectfa with the person who is doing the inter-

vir-w, after all you may be his future employee.

7. Fr alert, becaUse the interview is a special kind pf

Conversation in which the sole purpose is to exchange

in':ormation which in vital to both pa-tiF:s.

8. Tha person who in prilar.21 f,--)r the interview has the

bstter chance of receiving employment.

9, When the interview has boon ad,quatelv covered,

r:11,1nortze, and leave after thankinr the person few

Emntinc you an interview,

B. Information which would be holpful to know during the job

intervLew:



1. Learn about the specific occupation before you go

for nn interview.

2. Be able Lo give the interviewer a concise picture

of yourself as to abilities nnd interests.

3. Select the highlights about yourself that you can

emphanize during the interview.

4. End the interview with a positive atmosphere.

5. Use-correct grammar and do not damage the interview-

witll slang or hip expressions.

6. Your behavior reveals inward things about you that

you as a prospective employee can not put into words.

So make sure that you use good manners and aro court-

eous at all times.

7. Do not smoke or have chewing tobacco in your mouth

during an interview.

8. Do not have chewing gum in your mouth during a

personal interview.

9. Be prepared to take a perf6rmance test if you are

applying for a job involving skills.

10. Above all, do not argue with any type of response

the interviewer may make during the interview.

This may be a technique to see how much tact or

your ability to handle difficult situations.

C. Typical interview questions which the interviewee can

expect to be asked by the interviewer are:

1. What are your future occupational plans?

2. How do you spend most of your spare time



In what type-of position are you most --interested?

4. What qualifications do you have that make you be-

lieve that you will be successful in this organization?

5. Can you forget your formal education and start from

scratch?

6. What made you believe that you might like to work for

this organization?

7. What extracurricular activities did you participate

in while you were in school?

8. How do you feel about your family and friends?

9. How interested are you in sports?

10. Do you prefer any specific geographic location? Why?

11. How did you rank in your graduating class in high

school? In vocational-technical school? college?

or other types of schools?

12. Can you take instructions without having your feel-

ings upset?

13.- What kind of boss or supervisor do you prefer?

14. How much money do you hope to be earning per year

by the time you are thirty-five?

15. What interests you about our particular products or

our types of services?

16. Do you live with your parents? Which of your parents

has had the most profound influence-on you?

17. Why do you think you would like the particular job

you are applying for?

18. What is your parent's occupation?
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19. How did teachers treat you in school?

20. Can you get recommendations from reliable people?

21. Tell me about your home life.

22. What type of occupations do your best friends have?

23. Do you prefer working with others or by yourself?

24. Are yOu looking for a permanent or temporary employment?

25. Do you have any debts?

26. Have you saved any money?

27. De you demand attention?

28. How do you usually spend Sunday?

29. That do you know about opportunities in the area

in which you are trained qualified?

30. What types of books have you read lately?

31. What type of people seem to get on your nerves?

32. What are'your special aptitudes or abilities?

33. Do you like to travel?

34. To what extent do you use liquor?

35. How do you feel about overtime work?

36. Will you work on Sundays?

37. Are you interested in research?

38. What are 'le disadvantages of your chosen vocation?

39. Do you enjoy sports as a participant and as an

observer?

40. Have you had any serious illness or injury?

41. Will you define cooperation?

42. Do you like routine work?

43. Do you believe you have done the best scholastic

work of which you are capable?



44. Have you ever had any difficulty getting along with

fell-ow students and faculty members?

45. What size city do you prefer to live in?

46. Have you ever been arrested?

47. What are your major weaknesses?

48. that are your major strengths?

49. What are your ideas on salary?

D. Why interviewees fail to sell themselves during the inter-

view are:

1. Too interested or eager in thestarting salary.

2. Too uncertain on wants in starting a new job.

3. Too uncertain on long-range goals.

4. Failure to investigate the company or organization

before the interview.

5. Poor expression both orally and written.

6. Inability to have faith in themself.

7. Too much expected from the organization too fast.

8. Too much emphasis placed on security as compared to

future opportunity.

E. Why interviewees are frequently rejected for employment:

1. Poor personal appearance

2. Overbearing--Know it all

3. Lack of personal vitality

4. Lack of tact

5. Lack of mental and social maturity

6. Lack of- courtesy - -Ill mannered

7. Marked dislike for school or former types of work
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8. Unwilling to start at the bottom and work way to

the top.

9. Failure to participate in activities

10. Poor scholastic record

11. Limp, fishy hand-shake

12. Indecision

13. Cynical

14. Low moral standards

15. Lazy

16. Asks no questions about the employment

17. Narrow interest

18. Prejudice

19. Lack of knowledge in the field in which they have

specialized in

20. No personal interest in the organization

21. Sloppy or messy application blank

22. Parents with whom interviewee lives make their decisions.

23. No interest in community activities

24. Late to interview without good reason

25. Unwillingness of interviewee to go where we send him

26. Inability to express himself clearly

27. Lack of occupational goal--poor planning

28. Little sense of humor

29. Radical ideas

30. Lack of vitality

lExerrots for Section XXV Interview Techniques, were inspired
by How To Find and Any For A Job. South Western Publishing
Company, 1960.



XXVI. Personal Inventory

Name

Address

John Doe

August 10, 1972

I. Personal Data

Telephone

Social Security

Zip

Date of Birth--Year Month Day Age
Place of Birth

Present Height

Physical Handicaps

Days Ill During:Past Year

Nature of Illness

Father's Full Nave

Present Weight

Mother's Full Name (Maiden. Name InclUded)

Father's Age
Mother's Age

Number of Brothers
Number of Sisters

Occupations of Brothers and Sisters

Father's Occupation

Mother's Occupation

Father's Education

Mother's Education

Your Marital Status
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Hobbies

Newspaper Read Regularly

Magazines read Regularly

Smoke---(Yes) (No) Drink Alcoholic Liquors--(Yes)

(No) (Moderately) (Socially)

Church Affiliation (Yes) (No)

Church Name

Church Pastor

PerSonal Assets

Persorial Hindrances

Ambition

High School

Address

II. Education

Graduated

Date Graduated

Rank in Class

(Yes) (No)
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If you did not graduate from high school explain why.

Course Taken

Subjects Studied

With Major Emphasis

Subject in which poorest work was done

Subject in which best work was done

Honors

Student activities while in high school

Skills

III. Experience
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IV. References

1. Name

Position

Address

2. Name

Position

Address

3. Name

Position

Address

4. Name

Position

Address

5. Name

Position

Address

!,2
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XXVII. Letter of Application

000 Main Street
Hamlin, West Virginia 25523
August 10, 1972

Mr. J. J. Doe, Personnel Director
John Doe Company ,-
1088 Washington Avenue
Anywhere, State 00000

Dear Mr. Doe:

I am interested in the possibility of obtaining a position
with John Doe Company. Because of my special vocational high
school and work experience,. I believe that I have the ability
to fill the position of secretary for which you advertised in
yesterday's News Bulletin.

You will note on the resume theet that my grades were
above average at the Uncoln County Vocational- Technical Center,
and I also worked part-time as a general clerk at the any place
of anywhere. The office manager has given me permission to use
her name as a reference. She and the others I have included on
the data sheet will be glad to help you judge my activities and
personality if you wish to contact them.

I shall appreciate a personal interview to talk. with you
further about my qualificationS.

Sincerely -yours,

Iwanta -Goodjob,
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Resume

Resume

Iwanta Goodjob

August 10, 1972

Personal. Data

Age:
Height:
Date of Birth:
Weight:

Education:

Health Status:
Telephone:
Marital Status:
Address:

Experience:

References (BV



XXVIII. Employment Application

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

(Applicants should complete in their own handwriting using_pencil or pen)

Ime

INFOIWATION

Rite

Phone Number

.reet Address

:Ey 1011C

Case of an Emergency -Notify

State

Address

Social Security Number

Phone Nun*

ate of Birth

.!11 defects in sOlt-,
heating. or t:peedi?_

've names of any iwniberS in our
organiz.::tion- with whom you are-acquainted

.1..x I Age Height

r,..

much in IC 1:.ofe ,oh lost tin oogli
illness in the past-two-;ears?

re You,reiated- to
any-of ibex, people?

,ornal statui'r

Weight

.1-Nature of

If so.
in whom?

f married, is your
srApase working?

k3 ciulive with parents?
re and Model of-car-owned

[No. of in nor
-I- _Children

t.T5eTTleperidents

if so,
where?

lype wolk

Board? ( Rent? (

}iSitremce carried
ale taint.)
lave you eYei served in the

United States Armed Fort:es?_.

Car (3111)

Who referred you to

( .
us lor_employmeat?

I 'Do you-have any other
source of-income?

) -_ Ow n ho:ne? ( ) Father's
_occuptaion

.

Rank and branch
of service

Ilealth-&_Accident (Type)

fDate of induction

lite of I Type of _Primary service
discharge I -discharge -I duties

Are you now
employed?

[II so.
where"

High School attended

EDUCATION

[City & State

Business School attended

College or University
attended _

Business subjects studied-
while in school

City Sc-State

1

City & State

HIGH SCII001,
Hustis-ss cOu RIF

-COLLEGE

Year
Graduated

Number of nr
amended

Year- Witree
- etlizItuted

Are you studying now?
Other special training

-In the space to the right indicate your
_present speed in-shorthand-ond
typing, if 1,ciu_have these skills.

Place an (X)-afterthe office machines
you can operate

If so, whz:? Where?

Sygem of shorthand studied

Short hand Typal. Dictaphone
Niimeoymnit

8.,ord
Mac:lime Ucnih krepingilachinc

Addresso.,:ra_pli Calotiator
-Comptorneter Key Piniat AtIchnt; Mat hin;

OtherVerifier r 1 111;:riabulator
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EXPERIENCE AND REFERENCES
aess Experience__

From

&-References (- Show last position ht )

To
Period

Nate of Company City & State
_ _ _-

Person to whom
you- teport ed.Yrs -Mos.

. .

.

. . .
-.

,

...

. _.. . .

Business Experience and References ( Continued )
Kionthly

GIVE-TITLE AND NATURE OF YOUR WORK Earnings Why did you leave?

SI

3cter References: Do not refer to previous employers or relatives.

NAME ADDRESS OCCUPATION

Signature of- Applicant



Form II
.

irs.
(iss

riEsT NAME MIDDLE INITIAL LAST NA ME

'osition desired_

Then available

'reviously employed by us? Yes__ No._
ow or by whom referred to us 9

'our address

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

4

Dete
MONTH DAY 'YEAR

Maiden
thune

Salary expected

Previously applied for work here? Ys ,No__.

Family or friends employed-by us? Yes_ No___

NUMBER STREET CITY

long at above address? Telephone No
.ate- of birth- Social Security No

MONTH DAY YEAR

'.S. citizen? Yes__ No. _ if not, visa type and nnmher
'arital status: Single Married__ -Separated._
o. of dependents ____ Relationship (s) Children's
t emergency, notify

NAME ADDRESS TELEPHONE RELATIONS H It'
ny physical defects? Time -1(0- due to illness in-last 3 years
re you now under a doctor's care.? 'Yes__ No,. If Yes, explain
as your salary ever- been attached or garnisheed? Yes_ No___ If Yes, explain
'ere you ever arrested (other than-traffic) ?- Yes_. No_. -If- Yes, outcome of arrest

ZIP CODE

Ting sped Steno sp,,ed _______._ Other skills
ED-UCATION

NAME OF SCHOOL

TYPE OF MAJOR
DATES CRADUATE? DEGREE OR SUBJECT

ADDRESS- ON FULL) FROM TO- YES NO DIPLOMA FIELD
,GII SCHOOL (S)

,LLEGE (S.)

'HER

--



Did you ever serve in the U.S armed forces? Yes__ No._
'zervice

FROM TO BRANCH RANK PRIMARY DUTY TYPE 1)MCII AIME

elective Service classification 11 °serve st at n,

M P-T, 0 Y N T
'''Icase list present or'most recent position first:
.TAME Of' Co LIMN tilt °EGA NIZATIoN

FROM / To
(r.

ADDRESS

yon TITLE AND rurrirs

IITY STATE

fY.'E OF BUSINESS

SVPERVISOR'S NA ME. REASON-FOR LEAVING

iBLISI NESS il (IONE

NAME OF COMPANY OR ORGANIZATION
FROM / To /

MO. YR. MO. YR.
ADI.11'(ESS

youIC 'rats AND DUTIES

3ITY STATE SUPEII.VISOR'S NAME REASON FOlt LEAVING

rn-F. OF AtiSraESS

NAME' OF COM PA.NY OR ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

;ITY STATE

BUSINESS IYIIONE

YOUR TITLE AND DUTIES

.5577e71.

SIIPERVIson's NA ME REASON`FOR LEAVING

rYPE OF BVSINESf ROSINESS PI IONE

DATE71
71;4

SIGNATURE



XXIX. Field Trips

Students in the ninth and tenth levels are anxious to

explore the different types of occupations and the different

types of positions that show promise of a future employment

for them. They are curious at this age level, not only about

different occupations, but; about the need for concrete plann-

ing concerning their future welfare in the occupational world.

Field trips to an occupational concern presents a first hand

opportunity for the students to react and interreact to real.

work situations. Field trips provide opportunities to observe

the occupational market place of employee-employer and to

speculate the fulfillment of roles in providing goods and

services to mankind.

The importance of career exploration cannot be over em-

phasized in the ninth and tenth levels, since each student

must have a foundation for success in their chosen occupation.

Field trips are an asset to the students in positive occu-

pational foundations providing a stepping stone for later

development in their occupational activities.

The occupational site should, be discussed bef6re hand

and, if possible, audio-visual aids explored giving ,some ac-

curate ckground knoWledge about the operations that are per-

formed. 'ifferent types of employees that they may encounter

should be described so that the students will have some know-

ledge about the operations, responsibilities, and activities

of personnel in the establishment to be visited.
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While-on the actual field trip, students should be

given an opportunity to examine, question, and explore the

facilities and work opportunities that exist within that

particular situation. This will reinforce positive atti

tudes for some of the students about these particular ,occu

pations. For others it will reinforce their attitudes that

they are not suited for these types of occupations, sug

gesting that they might find a higher level of satisfaction

in some other type of.employment.

Discussing and explaining different types of occupations

or career opportunities within the classroom setting will be

a prime source of information to the student, but onthespot

observation of an occupation shows promise of more relevant

information.

Prior to a field trip, the students should have a clear

understanding of why they are taking the trip. This usually

serves to thwart unforseeable conclusions that may cause the

student to question the activities of the different types

of occupations observed during the field trip.

A. Some purposes of a field trip are:

1. Help-each student develop a positive attitude toward

the many different 'types of occupations that are

performed in- a certain occupational cluster and to

understand that the clusters are often interrelated

within an occupational cluster.
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2. Help each student develop positive traits for ob-

serving the different types of occupations being

performed by the employees.

3. Field trips gives the students a first hand oppor-

tunity to observe and talk with employees while

they arc performing in real occupational work

situations.

4. Field trips gives the students incentive to talk

with the different speakers as they perform their

particular occupations about their training, aptitudes,

and requirements needed to perform that particular

occupation effectively.

5. Students should be taught to formulate and ask

questions appropriate to their observations and

answerable by employees.

B. Certain classroom preparations and procedures should

be made before finalizing a field trip.

1. The principal should be consulted by the teacher

or committee of students to obtain his permission

for the field trip.

2. The classroom teacher and /or a committee of students

should correspond by letter with the manager of the

business or industry and secure their permission

for a class visit.

a. Arrange a time suitable to the organization for

the class to visit.
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b. Determine the major type of occupations that

the students could observe while they are on

the tour.

c. Discuss background information that the

students should know to make their tour more

meaningful as prospective employees of this

organization or others with similiar occupational

employment.

3. Make plans for transportation and organizational

policies.

a. What kind?

b. Who will provide it?

c. How long will it take?

d. Will their be a conflict concerning other

classes that may be missed because of the

field trip?

e. What will the field trip cost the students?

f. Investigate company policies concerning what

the students need to wear during the tour of

their facilities.

g. What time does the organization expect the

students to arrive for the- tour and about how

long will the tour last.

The classroom teacher should obtain a signed state

ment from the parents of each child giving permission

teleave -school for-the sole purpose of making a

field trip with the classroom teacher for educational

purposes.
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C. The classroom teacher and students should plan for

activities in the classroom that would coincide with the

field trip.

Some of the activities that could be planned are:

1. Stoties concerning major occupations in the cluster

being studied.

2. Bibliographies of people who have made an out-

standing contribution in this particular area.

3. Mural display showing different workers within

this particulat occupational cluster.

4. Pole playing the different types Of occupationS

that they would expect to observe-being_ performed

while on a field trip. After the field -trip

compare role playing experiences with actual

-J obServations.

Use different types-of aUdio-viSual materials

to illustrate-this particular occupational

-clustet.

6. dlaSs discussion in _which each student-inthe-

claSs would have inputs to contribute concerning_

the planned field trip.

7. Student committee should collect career information

concerning the occupational cluster and disseminate

this information with each member of the class.
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This type of information could be general and if a

student was interested he or she could do an- indepth

study concerning the occupational cluster.

a. Kind of workers

b. Working conditions

c. Training of workers

d. Educational requirements

e. Etc.

8. Safety precautions should be discussed by ttle-classroom

teacher and the students prior -to -the field trip.

a. Traveling to and from the occupational site where

the field trip is to take place.

b. Students should understand before hand that most

organizations are proud of their safety record;

therefore they should be very careful and obserVe

safety regulations while they are- on the organi-

zation premises.

XXX. Types of Educational irwititutions

A. Secondary Schools

Many school systems have secondary programs designed

to give the students a salable skill upon completion of the

program. When this type of program is available to the

students, it becomes a part of their high school learning

experience. Generally there is no special certificate

giVen for .completion of these programs other than a high

school diploma. The specific courses would be listed on

a high school transcript of th(student. Some students
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participating in these program areas will attend college

or other post-secondary institutions using the obtained

skills for a part-time job to provide financial assistance

for-going to-college.

E. Wicational-TeChnical Schools or Centers

/ Vocational - Technical Schools or Centers are schools

with:programS designed to train students for specific job-

areas. General academic courses usually are not offered.

Subjects such as English and mathematics are adapted and/

or correlated_ to the vocational and technical goals of the

Students.

Courses of instruction: given_ at the Vocational-Technical

Centers are not recognized for college credit although cer-

tificates are given Upon-completion of a specific course of

instruction.

C. Junior Colleges

Junior colleges are two-Tear- schoolS- that offer -an

associate degree-. Most junior colleges offer some terminal

programs that prepare a student to enter the world of work

_Upon completion of the course of study. Some of these pro-

gram areas are drafting, photography, auto mechanics, office

practice, and secretarial. Most junior colleges have a

liberal arts program that prepares a student for entryes

a junior into a college or university after having success-

fully completed two full years of study.



D. Colleges

Colleges are schools established to offer course work

lead :i ng to a brichelor s degree . Coll °ger, are general Ty

author i zed by h ) State Eoni.0 of EducaLi on or Board of

Hieter Education to grant dezfreen in sucth fields as English,

__history, art, journalism, for sign Innguar,e, mathematics,

biology, science and other major fields of

study.

Some colleges have special one and two year programs in

such as ousiness clerical, business secretarial, and

commercial art. The credits -or hours given for theso-cours,,s

may constitute regular- college and couldbe-applied to a

degree program.

Colleges are usually supported and regulated by the

state, a religious organization, or occasionally by a pri-

vate non-religious organization.

Colleges have specific entrance requirements listed in

their current catalogs. The value of the diploma received

by any college is determined by the accreditation of the

college.

E. Universities

Universities are composites consisting of two or more

colleges and offering a number of degrees on the under-

graduate and graduate levels.

These schools are usually supported and regulated by

the State, a religious organization, or occasionally by a

private non-religious organization.

A 1-47,
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All universities whether private or state owned have

specific entrance requirements which are listed in their

current catalogs. The value of the diploma given by a

university is determined by the reputation of the univer-

sity in the- field of study from which the diploma Lo

received.

F. Technical Institutes

Most technical institutes are a part of a state univer-

sity system and/or have the tyPe of entrance requirements

Similiar to that of a college or university.

Most of the programs are two-year programs- offering an

associate degree in the area of: aeronautical construction,

drafting design, electronics, fire protection, petroleum

and mining. Technical institutes are designed for the

student who Perfers to major in applied science rather than

behavioral science.

G. Professional Schools

Many of these schools are associated with colleges

and/or universities although some are private or run by a

non-profit organization. Most of the professional schools

are generally on a graduate level and provide training

for specific professions. Some of the professional

schools' training includes such program areas as dental,

medical, chiropractic, osteopathy, nursing, law, mortuary

and religion.

Many of the professional schools are associated with

colleges and/or universities. Professional schoolS are
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most often regulated by the appropriate profession that they

are training the person for.

H. Various Private Schools

Almost every type of occupation has schools that are

organized to train students for a particular program area.

Program areas in such schools may include business, art,

cosmetology, barbering, welding, electronic, data pro-

cessing, drafting, modeling, air line service, civil ser-

vice, mortuary science, and meat cutting.

It is gene-ally left to the; individual student to

determine if such a school is worthwhile and whether or not

the diploma receives by such a school has merit or not.

Students and parents or guardians are urged to thoroughly

investigate curriculum offerings, financial cost, and obli-

gations of this type of private schools. The specific occur

.Tations for which the student will be qualified to fulfill

after completing the course should be studied before sign-

ing a contract.

Many private schools are above reproach yet, there are

many fly-by-night operations that take undue advantage of

students and parents or guardians who are not aware of such

operations.

XXXI. The Role of Counseling and Guidance in Career Exploration

In the ninth and tenth grade systematic and intensive

career development is especially crucial to students. It is

at this point that large numbers of students physically
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sever their relationship with the formal education setting,

cutting off the possibility of gaining salable skills.

By this time, students are also more likely to. be able

to accurately evaluate their interests, abilities, and

aptitudes. They are more psychologically receptive to being

guided by the counselor in assessing their skills, competen-

cies, duties, functions and occupational requirements.

Because of the high drop-out rate at this level, ac-

curate information should be given to all students rela;ing

entry-level occupational accessing to educational defiPicnces

or specific levels of work experience required.

Relevant, creative career edutation and guidance p,-o-

grams at this level may be one of the principal means of

preventing dropouts. The high school has a duty to pro

vide systematic vocational guidance to all its students,

whether they are headed for college, a job, or post high

school technical training. The counselor has a vital role

to play in that process.

In planning his career, the student must have a clear

picture of his on characteristics. He should include:

t. His personality, values, life style, abilities,

interests, aptitudes, strengths, weaknesses.

2. His environmental situation.

3. Trends in the economy and the occupational and social

structure.

4. Chance factors such as sickness, injury, unforseen

opportunities, etc.
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A. Characteristics of the Individual Important in Career

Selection

1. Physical Characteristics

(a) Age, weight, height

(b) Physical handicaps, if any

(c) Health and'energy level

(d.) Voice, personality, Confidence, etc.

(e) Degree of emotional maturity

2. Personal Qualities

(a) Quality of social interaction with others

(b) General temperament

(c) Self Concept

-(d -) Values, goals, embltions

(e) Degree-of emotional maturity

3. Mental Abilities

4. Interests

5. Aptitudes

6. School and nonsehool experience

(a) Extent-of generaIbducation and specialized

training;_ quality of achievement

(b) Participation in= extracurricular attiVitie8 in

school

,(c) Nature of and success-in:part time or full time

jobs.,

(d) Special skills

-(0 Hobbies
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(f)

(g)

Relations with family and persons outside the

family.

Participation in nonschool social groups

7. Family Background

(a) Family relations

(b) Ambitions of parents for the child

(c) Cultural background

(d) Socio= economic status

(e) Financial status

B. Important Items in Analyzing Occupations

I. What is the nature of the work in this-occupation?

Specifically:, what are the activities, es.,_ancL

responsibilities of thoSe-engaged in it?

2. What special abilitie8 are required?

3. that are the educational-prerequisites for the °cm--

pation? Does- the occupation- require grade School,

high school; techhiOal school, or college training?

How many yearS are required for special training?

How much will it cost? Are there specific qualifica-

tions for securing this training?

Hold can this occupation be entered? Is there an-ex-

amination? Mho-conducts it? Are there-any-special

clearinghouSes or agencies to handle placement? How

much -is- charges for this service?

5. Are there any restrictions to entering this occupation?

What are they? Are they bases on race, religion,
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nationality, background, intellectual abilities, for-

mal education, physical factor, or personal appearance?

What are the working-Conditions? What are the regular

hours of work? Is there much overtime? Are there-any

particular-busy seasons? Are there physical hazards

or mental strain? In what fort is the compensation- -

piece rate, hourly wage, salary, or commissions? Does

one work alone? Is the work routine?

What has been the general trend-of employment in the

oodOpatien2 Is the occupation growing-or-shrinking in

importance? Doe8 the detand for employees vary seaSon,-

Is-there-a laPge-turnever in-employment? In what

areas of the country is the demand for workers heaviest?

What is the demand in the local community and nearby

areas?

8. What is the average income, and what is the income

range in the occupation? that is the typical starting

wage in salary? How much job security does the occu-

pation offer? Is there a pension or retirement plan?

What are the chances for promotion? How are promo-

tions obtained? Does a job in this occupation lead to

better positions in related occupations?

9. In general, how can this occupation be rated as a life

career? How does it contribute to social progress?

What effect does it have on the workers personal life?

C. Techniaues or 'Methods for Counselors in Presenting Occupa-

tional Information



1, Individual Interviews - -If a student is interested in

information about an occupation that is Of :Little con-

cern to others, or if he bas a personal problem related

to- an occupation perhaps the counselor Would dLscuss the

matter indLVidually or privately with him.

2. -Group Contacts=-This would include classroom sessions

to terve the maximum number -of -students in disseminating

occupational information. 01-^ientation to occupational

information, including introduction to -ideas and- sources

or materials can be dene-effeetiVely through group tech-

piques- including assemblies, classes, and- small groups.

TI.____Dissernira'in4-1-nformntion-Through---Intervtews

Four crucial questions shoUld be considered in using.

-oCcuDational information in Counseling interviews,

1. What are the conditions under which occupational Infor-

mation is used in the-counseling interview? To make such

conditions specific, consider the high School Student

Who has shown keen interest in preparing to be a civil

engineer - -should the counselor direct the student

immediately to the source of information on this oceu-

patien? Or should he wait until the student'has learned

more about his basic abilities or potentialities. Per-

haps the student has a problem in the area of personality;

if so, hiS vocational situation may be secondary, at

least temporarily. Perhaps the solution would be to

lead the student to explore particular Sources of in-

formation in order to keep aliVe his vocational interest,
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the other to help him develop keen insight into his

situation and make a more realistic approach of it.

As a result, he is likely to become more able to

.deal with his vocational problem.

2. How much overtime does the counselor give the counse-

lee in his use of occupational information? As a

counselee learns to be more independent, the counselor

adjusts his'level of help to the counselee's readi-

ness for self-sufficAnt research.

3. How does the counselor determine which occupational

information materials are appropriate for the coun-

selee2__The_caunaelor must be aware of the counselees

reading level, his experience and background, and

his attitude toward career planning. Also, considera-

tion must be given to the type f career literature

most suitable for the students level of interest,

abilities and maturity.

4. How does the counselor evaluate the use of occupational

information in counseling interviews?

The counselor should concern himself with the degree

of his effectiveness. What changes should be made in his

counseling procedures or in the types of subject matter

on occupations to provide counseling with appropriate

alternatives.

E. Group Counseling and Guidance

In assemblies, classroom groups, or in small group

guidance the counselor may effectively deal with:

.1:44
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1. Orientation to occupations.

2. General introduction to the basic sources of occupa-

tional materials.

3. Occupational trends nationally, statewide, and locally.

4. Development of the concept of occupational selection,

r",. The relationship of'personality to occupational

selection.

6. Information about areas of work in specific occupations.

of particular significance to students.

F. The Career Conference

Representatives of various vocations can be used for

assemblies and small group sessions with students. Options

for this type of-cOnference might be anywhere from one

week of periodic conferences, panels and small buzz Les-

sions with workers. Occupational representatives could

speak to a lareekassembly and then be available for fur-

therther dialogue with interested students.

G. College.ReDresentatives

College representatives may meet with interested

students on ~the same basis used in the career conference.

Discussions could focus on the school's educational pro-

gram, extracurricular activities, placement services,

tuition and other costs.

H. Other Methods

1. Posters and Displays--Counselor could work with- teach-

ers and students to construct and display posters or

other display matemals concerning the world of work.
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2. rulletin Boards utilizing charts, announcements of

special lectures on careers.

3. Films preSenting occupational informatioh.

4. Field trips to various businesses, industrial or

Governmental concerns.

5. Correlation With Subject Matter Teaching--Each sub-

ject matter teacher should present occupational

informatioh related to his field of specialization,

pointing out was in which his- subject helps pre-

pare students for jobs.

6. Clubs for- Students-- Counselors can aid.students to

form clubs built upon student interest in occupa-

tions as they are related to specific subjects.

7. Student Career Notebook--Students can be encouraged

to begin and keep a notebook concerning occupations

in which he is most interested as well as information

about himself.

(a) General occupational information

(b) Information about occupations of special interest

(c) Additional required occupational information

(d) Student academic record

(e) Performance on standardized aptitude and achieve-

ment tests

(f) Performances for occupational areas

(g) Career goal

(h) Educational plans

(i) Personal characteristics

(j -) Financial situation
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I. Testing

Students at the ninth and tenth grade level should

have a systematic, comprehensive program of interest,

ability, and aptitude assessment so that they can have

reliable alternatives in selecting specific vocational

courses or preparation for college or post high school

technical training.

J. Self Awareness and Personal Growth Dimensions

In groups, or individually, areas such as the following

should be systematically explored collectively by counselors,

teachers, and students:

1. A developing and strengthened sense of the importance

of useful work in our society, and a corresponding

respect for all those who perform such work.

2. The necessity for effective cooperation, collabora-

tion, and communications with others in any meaning-

ful human endeavor whether work or- non -work, with

parti-cular attention to factors facilitating or

hindering teamwork and task completion.

3. A recognition of the diverse life styles and values

associated with the many different occupational fields

in our society, and an increased ability to success-

fully relate one's emerging sense of self- identity to

compatible and nonalienating work or occupational

roles.

4. The need for effective problem solving procedures,

sound planning and personal involvement in the
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decision making_ process of our society, and in our

role as a part:of a- work unit.

5. Increased flexibility and perspective concerning

job and work role obsolonces, with a corresponding

psychic receptivity to the need for efiC%_:tilre re-

sponse to the psychologically aspects of"teehnologi-

cal modification. Prior years have left many workers

trapped in occupations unable to break away frot the

rigidity imposed by years of narrowly constrained

attitude8 and-psycho-motor reflexes. As their jobs

were drastically altered or eliminated by automation,

many of these individuals dropped out of the work

force.

The increased ability to understand and accept the

Validity of a-variety of life styles, values, and

subcultures without hostility or alienation.
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'XXXII. Resource Materials

1. Films 26. Slide Projector

2. Records 27. Overhead Projector

3. Books 28. 16 MM Camera

4. Magazines 29. Tape Recprder

5. Maps 30. Opaque Projector

6. Transparencies 31. Filmstrip Projectot.

'7. Documentaries 32. Charts

8. Autobiographies 33. Graphs

9. Art Supplies 34. Bulletin Boards

10. Film Strips 35. Television

11. Tapes 36. Radio

12. Cassettes 37. Easels

13. .Pamphlets 38. Flannel Boards

14. Pictures 39. Songs

15. Slides 40. Ballads

16. Bibliographies 41. Simulation Kits

17. Interview Technique.Materials 42. Poems

18. Career Files 43. Encyclopedias

19. Card Files 44. Briefs

20. Job Application Forms. 45. Globes

21. Newspapers 46. Industrial
Publications

22. Role Playing Techniques

23. Tests 47. D. O. T.

24. Games 48. Murals

25. Research Projects 49. Ticker Tapes
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XXXIII. Criteria of Different Occupational Levels

Professional

1. Importamt Function

2. Independent

3. Varied Responsibility

4. Deals with policy making and interpretation

5. High level of education where relevant

Semi-Professional and Managerial

1. Some Independence

2. Varied-.Responsibility

3. Policy Interpretation

4. High level of education-where relevant

Technical and Skilled

1. Some variation in responsibility

2. Some policy interpretation and decision making

3. Special training, apprenticeship and/or experience

4. Knowledgeable in a particular skill or area.

Semi-Skilled

1. Little or-no respontibility

2. Some special training, apprenticeship and /or- experience

Unskilled

1. No special training and/or skill
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XXXIV. Occupational Clusters

1. Office Occupations

2. Marketing and Distribution Occupations

3. Consumer and Homemaking Occupations

4. Marine Science-Occupations

5. Transportation Occupations

6. Agribusines and Natural Resources Occupations

7. Construction Occupations

8. Manufacturing Occupations

9. Public Service Occupations

10. Health Occupations

11. Fine Arts and Humanities Oftupations

12. Environmental Occupations

13. Communication and Media Occupations

14. Hospitality and Recreation Occupations

15. Personal Service Occupations
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Many academic disciplines may make a major contribution

toward success in an occupation; most disciplines within the

school system are important in contributing to the occupational

success of the student. Each discipline in its own way con-

tributes to the_ occupation, although depending upon the occu-

pation,- some disciplines will contribute more than others.

Therefore the correlation of all the disciplines should be

utilized where feasible to aid the student in acquiring com-

petencies appropriate to his projected adult societal roles.
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Cluster

Occupation Indepth Study. Discipline

Office Machine Operator Same Office Machines

Clerical Same General Business/
Filing/Office
Machines/Office
Practice/Typing

Shipping Clerk Same 'General Business/'
Filing

Receiving Clerk Same General Business/

Machine Clerk Same General Business/
Tiling/Office
Machines

Messenger Same General Business/
Filing

Typist Same Typing/Shorthand

Secretary Same Shorthand/Typing/
Filing/Office
Practice/Office
Machines

Receptionist Same

Stenographer Same

Key Punch Operator Same

Programmer Same

Console Operator Same

Office Machine Serviceman Same
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Shorthand/Typing/
Filing/Office
Practice/Office
Machines

Shorthand/Typing/
Filing

Office Machines/
Filing/Data Processing.

Office Machines/
Filing/Data Pmcessin6

Office Machines/
Filing/Data Processing

Office Machines
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Machine Assembler (Office) Same

Machine Technician (Office) Same

Managerial Positions

Postal Clerk

Telephone OperaLor

Auditor

Statistician

Auditor

Cashier

Court Reporter

Estimator

Copy Writer

Sorter

Marker

Addresser

Office- Boy/Girl

Real Estate
Appraisers

Checker8

Topics
Personnel
Supervisor
Manager

Same

Same

Same

Same

Saite

Same

Same

Sathe

Same

Same

Same

-Same

-Same

Same

Same

Office Machines

Office Machines

Relate to any
Discipline

Office Practice

Office Practice

Bookkeeping/
Accounting/Typing

Accounting /Book-
keeping /Typing
Mathematics/Algebra

Accounting /Economics
Algebra/Bookkeeping/
Typing

Bookkeeping/
General Business/
Accounting

Shorthand/English/
Typing

General Business/
Typing/Filing

Typing

General Business/
Filing

General
Filing

Business/

General Business/
Filing/Typing

General Business

General -Business/
Typing/Accounting/
Bookkeeping

Office Machines/
Office Practice



Correspcvience Clerk Same

File Clerk

Typing/Filing/
Office Practice/
Offiee Machines

Same . Office Practice/
Piiing/Typing/
Otfice Machines

Stock Clerk Same General Business/
Filing

Credit Collector Same Bookkeeping/Typing

Credit Worker Same General Business/
Typing/Bookkeeper

Duplicating Machine
Operator Same Office Machines
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Occupational Cluster I

Occupation

Bank President

Administrator

dfpt11 ;11:1193r.

Same

Discipline

Accounting/BuSiness
Law

Topics Relate to any
City Discipline According,.
College to Topic
Hospital.
Estate
Etc.

Public Relations- Same Office Practice/
Sociology

Same /Type Office- Practice/
Accounting and

eolated,
to typc or Manage-
ment, e.g., Pvug.Store
Mamtger-Health/
Soicace/Biology

Fashion Designer- Same Office Practice/
Art/Home Economics/
or other disciplines
according to interest
of student

Newspaper Reporter Same Business Law/
Journalism/Typing/
English/Business
Law/Shorthand

Store -Manager

Advertising Account Same -Typing/Bookkeeping/
Art/Ete

Buyers Same/Type Accounting/Book-
keeping/Typing/
Filing /Business
Law and disciplines
related to the types_
_of Business they are
buying for
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Model

Delivery Boy

Routeman

Packer

Guide

Same Home Economics/
Physical Education/
Con oral Biwidoss

Some

Same

Same

Same

Coneral Business/
(;oeiTaphy

General. Business/
00ography

General Business/
Filing

General Business/
History
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Occupation

TWaiier an omema ing

Occupational Cluster

Indepth Study Discipline

Nutritionist Same Home Economics/
Chemistry Health/
Science/Typing/
Chemistry/Biology/
and other related
disciplines

Dietician Same Home Economics/
Typing/Science/
Algebra/Health/
Chemistry/ Biology/
and other related
disciplines

Executive Housekeeper Same Home Economics/
General Business/
Typing/ Science/
Bookkeeping/ and
other related
disciplines

Chef Same/Type Home Economics/
Economics/Health/
Science/Math/Book-
keeping/Typing/
Foreign Languages/
etc

Food Inspector Same Science/General
Business/Bookkeeping/
Typing/Health/Busi-
ness Law/Home Eco=
nomics/etc

Baker Same Home Economics/
Mathematics/
Foriegn Languages/
General Business/
etc

'Tailor Same/Type Industrial Sewing/
Tailoring Classes/
etc
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Garment Inspector Same Industrial Sewing/
etc

Director of School
Lunch Programs

Plant Hostess

Kitchen Supervisor

Cook

Caterer

Ciutter(Clothing)

Butcher

Waiter

Waitress

Seamstress (Industrial)

Child Care Attendant

ursemaid

Helper (Cooks)
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Same

Same

Same

Same/Type

Saffie/Type

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Home Economics/
lionith/Scienco/
Typindand othor
volatod disciplines

Home Economics/
Typing/and other
related disciplines

-flume Economics/
Typing/General/
General BusinesS/
Bookkeeping/Health/
Science/Mathematics

Science/Health/
Mathematics'/
EcoL tom Les

BoOkkoeping/Goneral
134s1nass/Typia/
Homo Ecoaomi.cf,/
Mathematics

HoMe EconomicS/
Industrial -Seviing/
-Mathematics

Home EconOmics/
Science/Health/
Mathematics

General BusineSs/
Bookkeeping/Business
English/Mathematics_

Same as Waiter

Industrial Sewing

Home Economics/
Science/Health
Mathomatics/Nursing
Assistant

Same as child care
attendant

Same as cook only
lacks experiences



Housekeeper Same

Upholsterer

Dishwasher

Canning Employees

Food Processing
Employees

Milk/Milk Products
Employees

Food Technician

Dairy Technician

Rug Cleaner

Silk Finisher

Laundry Employees

Home Economics/
Science/Health/and
miated- disciplines

SaMe/Type Tndustrial SeWing/
'Minding ComLruct.ion/
and Maintonnnce/.1na
dinciplines roinlod
to topic

Same Home Economics/
Science/Health

Same/Type Home Economics/
Science/and related

Home Economics/
Same/Type Scionce/ud roLatod

Home Economics/
Same

dicirdijoo.;

Same Heine Econothics/
Science/ Health/
Algebra /Geometry/

Lvi;
related disciplines

Same Home -Econothics/
-Health/Science/
Geometry/Algebra/
and related
disciplines

Same Home Economics /
and related
disciplines.
---

Same IndustrialSewing/
and related
disciplines

Same/Type Home Economics/
Industrial Sewing /
and related
disciplines
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Head Baker Same Home Economias/
CommericiO,
Cooking/Science/
deatth/Algobra
Voreign Language/
Mnthomatic:: nnd
othr rela_Lod

Pastry COCA Same Same as hehd
baker

Cake Decorator Same -Same as .head
taker

Barbecue Same -Same as_head
baker

Speciality Cook Same SaMe as chef only
specialize in some
phase of cooking.

Same- Home Economics/
Commericial Cooking/
Scionce/Health:
and roIateJ
disciplines

Same- Home Economics/
Science/Heal th/
Commerical Home
Economics/and
related disciplines

Shert Order Cook

Carver

Sandwitch Man

Car Hop

Bus Boy

Barman

Same

Same

Smile

Same
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Commericial Home
Economics/and
related disciplines

Home Economics/
Mathematics/
General Business

General Business/
Commerical Home
Economics

ComMeridal Home
Economics/Sciace/
ChtAi:;try/MathL:matics/
Bookkeeping/General
Business



Marine Science

Occupational Cluster

Occupation

Dredger

Life Guard

Indepth Study Discipline

Same Science/Health/Biology/
Chemistry/Power Mechanics/
and other related
disciplines

Same Health/Physical Education/
Science/and other
related disciplines

.Ocean Fisherman Same/Type Science/Health/
Biology/Chemistry/
Mathematics/Power
Mechauics/aad other
related disciplines

Diver Same/Type Science/Health/Typing
Biology/Chemistry/
Algebra/Physics/
Physical Education
Power Mechanics/and
other related disciplines

Ship Fitter Same Algebra/Building
Construction /Maintenance /-
Science /Blueprint Reading/
and other related
disciplines

Marina Mechanic Same/Type Mathematics/Power
Mechanics/Science/
and other related
disciplines

Marine Plant Grower Same. Science/Biology/
Chemistry/Physical
Science/Mathematics/
Algebra/and other
related disciplines

Fish Hatcher Same Same basic disciplines
as a Marine Plant
Grower

Fish Raiser Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Marine Plant Grower
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Ship Designer

Oceanographer

Ship Builder

Motor Boat Mechanic

Apprentice Machinist

Machinist

Gear Man

Caulker

Seafood Professor

Same/Type Algebra/Trigonometry/
Calculus/Typing/Blue-
print Reading/ Building
Construction and
Maintenance/and- other
related disciplines

Same AIgebra/Calculus
Trigonometry/Physical
Science/Biology/
Chemistry/Science/
Typing/and other
related disciplines

Same Mathematics/Algebra/
Welding/Building
Construction and
Mainenance/Science/
Biu..print Ito:lasing/
and otho.. rolated

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Marina Mechanic

Same Science/Mathematics/
Power Mechanics/and
other related disciplines

Same Same general-discipline8
as an Apprentice
Machinist except more

__work and educational
experience

Same Science/Mathematics/
Algebra/Power Mechanics
and other related
disdiplines

Same Science/Mathematics/
Algebra/Typing/Power
Mechanics/and other
related disciplines

Same/Type Science /Mathematics/
Algebra/Typing/Power
Mechanics/and other
elated disciplines
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Seafood Sorter Same/Type Scieneerniology/
Mnthematica/Physical___
Science/ome Economics
and other related
di sc.ip]:i.nes

Seafood Packer Same/Type Science /Biology/
Mathematics/Physical
Science /General
Business/Typing/Home
Economics/and other
related disciplines

Lookout Same Science/Biology.
Chemistry/Physical
ScienCo/Mathomatics/
Powor Mechanics/and
-o thor rolatod
disc iplino s
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Transportation

Occupational Cluster

Occupation inquth_Study Discipline

Aerospace Engineer S31110 Scionce/Mology/
MathumatiGhumis-
try/Algebra/TYPing
Calculus/Trigonometry
I foal U r/Gei)m :1,!y/r.nr1.

related discipli

Airline Pilot Same E'itience/Mathematics/
A i /C., 'ilk; try
C'tictIlh:I/Tyi)ilUIPOWPr
N,*t h thk .411(1 I Ii

Airport Marmger Same Mc,chsnic!:/
!Li ./

.s'

So:l.tior;.y, oi.1)or

r,Anted

Flight Engineer Same Science/Mathematics/
Moms-try:Algebra/
Pow,/-Malcs/and
other rel-lced
disciplines

Traffic Engineer Same/Type Algebra/Geometry/
TrigonometryA:.alculus
Typiin;luouccal
Du:liness/zInd other
reiated disciplines

Ship Captain Same/Type Stience/Physics/
Foreign Llnfwago/
Typing/Gen.-c;t1
Du;:ine:s/and other
disciplines

Train Engineer Same Power Mechanics/
Scionce/Algebra
Mathematics/Typing/
and other rulated
disciplines
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Helicopter Pilot

Air Traffic Control

Station Master

Pipe Line Superintendent

Stewardess

Transportation Director

Operations Manager

Dispatcher

Same

Same

Same

Same-

Same

Same

Science /Mathematics/
Algebra/Calculus.
Typing/Power Mecha
bics/and other
related disciplines

Foreign Language/
Health/DI-LA Pro-
cebsing/Science/
Chemistry/Typing/
and other related
disciplines

-Geography/Sociology/
Psychology/Ceneral
Business/Typing/
Office Practice/and
other related
disciplines

General Business/
°Lace FY.uctice/
Typing /bookkeeping/
Chemist,ry/Welding/
and other related
disciplines

Typing/Filing/
General Business/
Bookkeeping/Account,-
ing/Data Processing

Typing/Filing/Powet.
Mechanics /General
Business /Bookkeeping/
AccOUnting/Data_Pro-
cessing/Office Frac-
tice/Office_Machines

Same/Type Accounting/Typing/
General Business/
Filing/Clerical/
Office Machines/
Office Practice/
Bookkeeping/Power
Mechanics

Same/Type Typing/General
Business/Filing/
Clerical/Shorthand/
Office Machines/ /

Office Practice/
Bookkeeping/Accounting
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Bus Mahager Same/Type Accounting /Typing/
Office Practice/.
-Office Machines/
Power Mechanics/
'Bookkeeping/Account-
indAccounting/and
volatua

Terminal Manager Same/Type Accounting/Typing
Data Processing/
Filing/General
Business/Bookkeep-
ing /Accounting/
Power Mechanics/
Sociology/Psychology/
and other related

neoisr dLsciplines

Traffic Mahager Same/Type Drivers Education/
Science/Power Meehan-
ics/Accounting/Wp-
ing/WiLio:and other
re-1 a Led d

Warehouse Manager Same/Type Science/Chemistry/
Mathematics/Power
Mechanics/Account-
ims/Typing/Pilite
and other related
disciplines

Port Traffic Manager Same Foreign Language/
Mathematics /Typing/
Heal th/Scienc e/
Bo okkoeping/Acc cunt-
ing/Filing/and other
related -disciplineS

Rate Clerk Same/Type Accounting/Bookkeep-
ing/General Business
FilineTyping/Cler-
ical/Office Machines/
Office Practice/and
other related
disciplines

Driver Supervisor Same Drivers education/
Geography Hcalth/
Science /Power Mecha-
nics/Mathematics/and
other related
disciplines
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Railway Express Agent Same Mathematics/General
Business /Geography/
Typing/Bookkooping/
and other reAated
dif;ciplines

Schedule Analyst Same/Type Mathematics/Algebra/
lllysios/Calculus/
Typing/and other
related disciplines

Road Supervisor Same Power Mechanics/
Typing/Building
Construction/Math-
ematics/Algebra/
Geometry/Bookkeep-
ing/General Business/
and other related
disciplines

Bus Dispatcher Same General. Business/
Typing/Mathematics/
Geography/and other
relateddisciplines

Taxi Driver Same Drivers-Education/
Mathematics /Power
Mechanics /General
BusihesS/Geography

Bus Driver Same Drivers Education/
Mathematics /Geography/
General atsiness/
Power Mechanics/
Health

Ticket Agent Same/Type General Business/
Typing/Bookkeeping/
Accounting/Filing/
Data Processing/
and other related
disciplines

Toll Collector Same General Business/
Mathematics/Book-
keeping/and other
related disciplines

Car Checker Same Mathematics/General
Business/Bookkeeping/
Power Mechanics/
Drivers Education/
and other- related
.disciplines

N
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1

Utility Man Same Mathematics/General
Business/Filing/
Bookkeeping/and
other related
disciplines

Service Station Attendant Same Mathomntics/Coneral
Businoss/Powor Me-
chanics/Drivers
Education

Chauffeur Same Drivers Education/
Power Mechanics

Auto Mechanic Same/Type Drivers Education/
Power Mechanics/
Poneral Business/
Mathematics/and
other related

Heavy Equipment Same/Type Power Mechanics/
Science/Drivers
Education/ Math-
ematic:I-land other
raated disciplines

Airline Mechanic- Same/Type DriVers Education/
Power Mechanics/
Typing/Mathematics/
Science/and other
related disciplines

Driving Tnstructor Same DriVers Education/
Power Mechanics/
Typing/and other
related disciplines

Brakeman Same Power Mechanics/
Typing/Science/and
other related
disciplines

Diesel Mechanic Same Science/Mathematics/
Power Mechanics/
Drivers Education/
Science/and other
related discipljnos
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Stevedore Same Power Mechanics/
Typing/Drivers
Education /Science /
Mathematics/and
other related

Longshoreman Same Drivers Education/
Typing/Science/
Mathematics/Power
Mechanics/and
other related
disciplines
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Agriculture and Agri Bus:mess

Occupational Cluster

Occupation Indputh qt11dy. Discipline

Grain Farmer Same/Type Science/Chemistry/
Math/General Business/
biology/Typing/Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines

Grove Farmer Same/Type The same general
disciplines as a
Grain Farmer

Grape Grower Same /Type The same general
disciplines as a
Grain Farmer

Tobacco Farmer Same The same general
disciplines as a
-Grain Farmor

Orchardist Same/Type Science/Chemistry/
Health/Physical
Science/Biology
Typing/Powor Mechanics/
General Business and
other- related
disciplines

Hay Farmer Same/Type The same general
disciplines as a
Grain Farm or

Shaking Machine Same Science/Chemistry/Operator
Biology/Power Mechanics/
and other related
disciplines

Farm Laborer Same Power Mechanics and
othor related
diseiplines

Farm Manager Same/Type General. Business/
TypitWHcalth/A,pbra/
Chomi:Ary/Scivm!e,'
Accounting/nooqicoping/
Power Nechanisf
Buildinz Construction
and othr relat;,d
disciplines
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Livestock Inspector' Same Chemistry/Science/
Biology/Physical
cience/Hoalth/

Conerol Ilnninc:Ls/
Typilig and calwv
Polatod disciplines

VirusSerum Inspector Same Chemistry/Algebra/
Health/Typing/
Physical Science/
Biology/Geometry/
Science /Calculus/
Trigonometry-end
,other related
disciplines

Livestock Buyer Same Typing/Accounting/
Health/Bookkeeping/
Eilonco/Chemistvy/
Mathe,matic!; and
o thor cvi a ted

Meat Inspector Same Chemistry/Biology/
Heatth/S-cionco/
MAthomatios/6'euaral
Business/Typing
and other rolatod
disciplines

Tobacco Curer Same Science/Chemistry/
Power Mechanics
and other related
disciplines

Tabacco Buyer Same Same general
disciplines as
Livestock_ Buyer

Park Ranger Same Biology/Chemistry/
Health/General
Business/Physical
Science/Mathematics/
Typing :aid otheo;
reIaLod di-sci44pnos

FiAl and Game Same Health/Science/
Warden Physical. Science/

Biology /Chemistry/
Algebra/Mathematics
and other related
disciplines
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Park Caretaker Same general
disciplines as a
Caretaker

Park Worker. Same Same general
disciplines as a
Caretaker

Soil. Conservationist Came Health/Science/
Chemistry/Biology/
PhysiCal Science/
Algebra/Trigonometry
and other related
disciplines

Fire Patrolman Came Same general
disciplines as a
Park Ranz;er

Log Buyer Same Science /Chemistry/
Bookkeeping/Typing/
General 141.4noss;
Algehra/Matheioatics
and othor related
disciplines

Logging Contractor ;Came Science/BoOkkeeping/
General Business/
Power Mechanics/
Typing and other
related disciplines.-

Seed Cone Picker Same /Type Science/Biology/
Chemistry/Physical
Science and other
related disciplines

General Farmer Same Science/Biology/
Power Mechanics/
Chemistry/General
Business/Mathematics/
Health/Typing and
other related
disciplines -

Came Science/General
Business/Biology/
Chemistry/Health/
TypLng/Mathematics
and other related
disciplines

Caretaker.
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Farm Equipment Same/Type Science/General
Operator Business/Biology/

ChemiStry/Realth/
Pim/or Mechanics and
ohor rolatod
dicipljnes

Tractor Mechanic Sate PoWer-Mochanics/
General Business/
Mathematics and
Other related
disciplines

Greaser Same General BusinesS/
Mathetatics/Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines

Irrigator Same Science/Biology/
Chemistry/Physical
Science/Power
Mechanics and other
related disci-pliaos

Poultryman Same Chemistry/General
Business/Science/
Health/Physical
Stience/POwer
-Mechanics/Typ ing
and other related
disciplines

Tenant Farmer Same/Type Health/Science/
Biology/MatheMatics/
Power Mechanics and
other related
disciplines

CoUnty Agriculture Agent Same SCience/Biology/
_Physics/Chemistry/
Typing/Health/
General Businss/
Algebra/Power
Methanics/Sociology/
Psychology and other
related disciplines

Harvest Contractor Same/Type General Business/
Typing/Science/
Biology and other
related disciplines
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Exterminator

Weed inspector

Fumigator

Same

Same

Same

Science/Physical
Science/Biology/
Health/Chemistry/
General Mathematics
and other related
disciplines

Science/Biology/
Physical Science/
Health/Chemistry/
Algebra/Typing
and other related
disciplines

Same general
disciplines as a
Exterminator-

Seed Analyst Same Science/Chemistry/
Physics /Biology/
Physical Science/
Algebra/Health and
other related
disciplinet_

Tree" Pruner Same Science/Biology/
Health/General
Business/Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines.

=Veterinarian Same Algebra/Trigonometry/
Sociology/Chemistry/
Physics/Health/
Psychology /Biology/
Science and other
related disciplines

Laboratory Technician Same/Type Same general
disciplines as a
veterinarian except
not as much formal
training

Forest Fire Same Science/Health/
Fighter Power Mechanics/

Chemistry /Mathematics
and other related
disciplines
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Trapper. Same Health/Science/
General Business/
Chemistry and other
veLlted disciplines

Fish Farmer

Frog Grower

Cattle Raiser

Sheep Grower

Oil Dispatcher

Gas Dispatcher

Coal Dispatcher

Contracts Manager

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Flame general
disi:iplines as a
PoutLryman

Same general
disciplines as a
Poultryman

The same general
disciplines as a
Urr :Ln Partner

The same general
disciplines as a
Grain Farmer-

Science/Algebra/
Typing/Mathomaticsi
ChemLsixyjueography
and other related
disciplines

Same general
disciplines as an
Oil. Dispatcher

Same Same general
disciplines as an
Oil Dispatcher

Same/Type General Business/
Algebra/Chemistry/
Business Law/Typing/
Adcbunting/Psychology/
Sociology and other
related disciplines.

Driller Same/Type Mathematics/Science/
Health/Chemistry/
Power Mechanics and
other related
disciplines

Rigger Same/Type About the same
general disciplines
as a Driller

AP,
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Service Station Same Mathematics/General
Attendant linsincss/cLence/

Health/Typing and
oWol. related
disc; LTA Ines

Leasoman Samo/Type Thy :mme general
discipLines as a
Contracts Manager

Superintendent Same/Type Science/General
Business/Mathematics/
Typing/Chemistry/
Health/Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines

Foreman Same/Type The same general
disciplines as the
Superintendent only
lacks t-vx peptone@ Ad..
occupational openi:ng

Motorman Same Science/Health/
Power Mechanics/
Mathematics and other
related disciplines

Safety Inspector/Mine Same Health/Science/
Chemistry/Physical
Science/Mathematics/
Typing-and other
related disciplines

Cutting Machine Operator Same Health/Science/
Mathematics/Power
Mechanic8 and other-
related disciplines

Rock-duSt Machine Same Same general
Operator disciplines as a

cutting Machine
Operator

Drilling Machine Operator Same

Loading Machine Operator Same

Same general
disciplines as a
cutting Machine
Operator

Same general
disciplines as a
cutting Machine
Operator
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Ventilator/Mine Same

Loading Machine
Operator

Shot Firer/Mine

Biochemist

Botanist

Fur Farther

Horticulturist

Vegetable Farmer-

Zoologist

Same

Some

Same

Same

Same/Type

Same

Same

Same

Algebra/Physical
loienco/Scienco/
Chemistry/Math/
Moalth/Power
Mochanics and other

di::cip.1 it les

Sarno prnoral
as a

eating Machine
Operator.

Science/Chemistry/
AlgebraiHeslth/
Physical_ Science/
Power Mechanics
and other related
disciplines

Chemistry/Science/
Health/Typing/
BioLoalmithematics/
19

AIgehra/Trigunkpmetry
and othor rulJt.d,
dit;ciplinos

Zame_geteral
disciplines as a
Bioche ist

Biology/Science/
Chemistry/Algebra/
General BuSiness
and other related
disciplines.

Biology/Chemistry/
General Business/
Mathematics /Bookkeeping
Science/Physical
Science/Mathematica
and other related
di Esc :i:p :L :i.nos

The same general
disciplines as a
Grain Farmer

The same basic
disciplines as a
Biochemist
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Mining Engineer Same/Type Chemistry/Algebra/
Biology/Physics/
Calculus/Physical
ricience/Typing/
Mathematics and other
related disciplines

Petroleum Engineer Same The same basic
disciplines 'as a
Mining Engineer

Herb Grower Same Same general
disciplines as a
Horticulturist

Prospector Same/Type About same general
disciplines as a
Trapper
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Conntruction

OnenpatLonal Cluster

Oocupation Indonth_Study. pincipjline

House Builder Same Soionce/Mathemntics/
Algebra/General
Business/Building
and Maintenance/
Health/Blueprint
Reading and other
related disciplinos

Bridge) Inspector Same Scionco/Mqthematicn/
Algebra/Gcomotry/
Chemi s Lry/Typing/
Hoa I 1.h/Bn Lid Lag and

DI: t intenanee/B Lueor i.nt
:tad I ner

atod d::;cipijoes

House P.pairman Same/Type Sedenco/Mathematics/
General nuniae.:n/
Building aad
MaIntennnce

0Ca orpenter ame Science/Algebra/
Mathematics/ Building
Connt:ruction and
Maintenance/General
BusinessiBlueurint
Rending end other re-
lated disciplines

Bowling Alloy Installer Same Science/Algebra/
Mathemallics/Ceneral
Businet3s/lluilding
Construction and
Maintenance

Tank Builder and Erector Same Same Basic disciplines
as a Carpenter

Billboard Erector and Same Scionce/Art/Mathematics/
Repairman General Business/

Building Constxuction
and Maintenance

Shorer Same Same basic disciplines
as a Carpenter
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Form Builder

Electrician

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Carpenter

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Carpenter

Same basic disciplines
as a Carpenter

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Carpenter

Same Science/Mathematics/
Health/Algebra/
General Business/
Building Construction
and other related
disciplines

Same Science/Biology/
Health/Physical
Stienco/Mathematics/
Algebra/1;ui3djn
Construction and
Maintenance and other
related disciplines

Asbestos and Insulating Same

Installer

Structural Steel
Installer

Painter

Waterproofer

Plasterer

Pipe Layer

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Painter

Same Science/Algebra/
Health/Mathematics/
General Business/
Geography/Biology/
Blueprint Reading/
Phyr;ical Science/
Building Construction
and Maintenance
and other related
disciplines

Coppersmith Same Science/Biology/
Algebra /General.
Bmt:inoss/Bluoprint
Reldinfr/Phvqicl]L.,

_

Science/Welding and
other related
disciplines

Dry Wall Sander Same Same basic disciplines
as a Painter
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Gas Main Fitter

Plumber

Dry Wall Applicator

Glazier

Glass Installer

Roofer

Boilermaker

Same Same- basic disciplines
as a Pipe Layer

Same name basic disciplines
a Pipe Layor

Same name basic disciplines
as a Carpentor

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Plasterer

Same/Type

Same

Same

Asphalt Paving Machine Same
Operator

Earth Boring Machine
Operator

Pile Driver Operator

Well Driller Operator

Rotary Drill Operator

Dragline Operator

-Crusher Operator

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same
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Mathematics/Algobra/
Science/Health/
First Aid/Building
Construction ana
Maintenance and
other related
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
as a Capenter

Same bas is disciplines
as a Pipe-7itter

Zama basic disciplines
as a Bulldozer Operator

Same basic disciplines
as a Bulldozer Operator

Same basic disciplines
as a Bulldozer Operator

Science/Mathematics/
Health/Physi,cs/Earth
Science/Biology/
Power Mechanics and
other related
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
as a well Drill
Operator

Same basic disciplines
as a well Drill
Operator

Science/Mathematics/
Science/Health/
Algebra/ Power
Mechanios

1:2



Yardman Same/Type Science/Health/
BiAngy/Mnthomatics/
ltniAding MainLnuanc:0
;till) Cnnstuntinn
;MU idlwr .d.(1A
d 1;;C.1 id 1 de:;

Rigger Some Same bsic disciplines
a:3 a weil Drill
Operator

Brickmason Same Science/Tilnr:Trint
Roading/Math,:matics/
Health/Algebra/
Geometry/Building
Constriwtion and

utenance and
o Lher related
d i sc i p1 Wei

Marble Setter Same Same basi c disciplines
as a Brik.-Rma..:on

Monument Installer Same Same basic disciplines
as a Brickmason

Permastone Mason Same Same basic disciplines
as :1 Brickmason

Stone Mason Same Same basic disciplines
as a Brickmason

Welder Same Algebra /Mathematics/
Geometry/ blueprint
Readimg/Health/S:Aence/
Welding

Surveyor Same/Type Mathematics/Algebra/
Calculus/Trigonometry/
Typing /Physics and
other related

Crane Operator Same/Type Mathematics /Science/
Geography/Power
Mechanics/Health and
oth,,r rulated
disciplines

Mine Machinery Mechanic Same Algebra/Mathematics/
Science/Health/Power
Met:la:Allies and other
related disciplines

1:1'3
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Repairman Same/Type General Business/
Science/Health/
Algebra/Mathematics/
Power Mechanic4J and
other related

Bulldozer Operator Same/Type Algebra/Blueprint
Heading/Science/
Mathematics/Health/
Power Mechanics and
other related .

disciplines

Power Showel Operator Same Same basic disciplines
as a Bulldozer
Operator

Scraper Operator Same Same basic disciplines
as a Bulldozer
Operator

Concrete Paver Operator Same Same basic disciplines
as a Bulldozer
Operator

Form Grader Same Same basic disciplines
as a Bulldozer
Operator

Asphalt Plant Operator Same Science/Health/
Mathematics/General
Business /Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines

Stone Spreader Operator. Same Same basic disciplines
as a Bulldozer
Operator

Pipefitter Same Same basic disciplines
as a Plumber

Structural Steel Worker Same

0
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Science/Health/
Mathematics/Algebra/
Building Construction
and Maintenance and
other related
disciplines

1111



Tvonch Digger Some name basic disciplines
ar, a D0'..o Op aler

r.weepor Operator rome hnsic dimiplinon
:I:, o 1,4 .P4.1 0114.4,410r

Aoronpnco Engineer Pomo r:oionoo/Phynioni.
4.04.4i/A /.:041-4./

(:ounii JJ, , 1 111

eh:An ry ;,

other rcIat

Civil Enr-inoor SrMme Snmo benio
AVri!"4Y1*

Electricn1 Engineer Same' fame bnsic dinoiplinns
at :1 &oon11n(10

Drn.rtnman Same Algebra/Mechanic:11
III I I

v:ks 4..

(44)111,tA ;fit-

Architecture Snme/TYP0 am basic disciplines
o Dr;.rismeA

1 ;45



nrysipatiOn

1.1: 11-an it-. nrsi '"Der

14rrtyl,ni.e.n1 Drnftsmnn

Quality Control
Tr,r.bnician

Mnnnr:wtnring

nannpatiranni Cin:Iter_

Trda-Tih

rnrirl

Sane

Same

Frf:Auction Engineer Same

Industrial Engineer Same

Mechanical Engineer

Metallurgical Engineer

Designer

Same

Same

Same/Type

Dincipline

ArOlraphir Art/rinoprint
1 wii.ra-a its a n-na
natal sl
d tp 1. ino:7

Sr-ience/Chomistry/
Al:whr.a/Physi.;:l
C:C1 .11 In k'C

of

oneciChomi `try/
Ccdp1i ,;.'bra/
G trvit'-v t 111 w.:;:ind

otAloc

Same basic disciplinos
Lubatoy Toe c:an

Algobra/Goom:try/Cnlculus
Phyz1Les:Ch.maLry./
SoodoLocy/Psy0MogY/
and other related
discipkines

Algebra/Chemistry/Geometry
Physics /Calculus /Blue-
print Reading/Graphic Art/
Science/Power Mechanics
and other related
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
as a Tndustrial Engineer

Same basic disciplines
as a Industrial Engineer

Science/Graphic Art
Mathematics:Algebra/
Ckemetry/Physies/Art/
DIusTrint Roadin. ./
Hisiory/::oeiolog)/
Economies/and other related
disciplines

/".
.1tta



Chemical Engineer' Same Same basic disciplines.
as an Tadustrial
Engineor

Programmer Same Accounting/Typing/
Clorical/Ofidoe Practice/
and (Ahoy rolated

Systems Analysts Same Same basic disciplines
as a Market Analyst

Instrument Maker Same Same basic discip]ines
as a Tool and Lie Maker

Seamstress Same/Type General Business/Health
Mathematics/Scic/
Coiamorcial Sowini:;/and
othc:r related disciplines

Scalemah Same General. Business/Office
Practice/Mathematics/
Office M:tchillo-1 fin0
othor rekiLed

Anode Man Same Science/Mathematics/
Welding/and other
related di,scipti.te

Pot Liner Sane Same basic disciplines
as a Anode Man

Tapper Same Same basic disciplines
as a Anode Nan

Casting Operator Same Same basic disciplines
as a Anode Man

Rolling Mill Operator Same Mathematics /Algebra/
Health/ Chemistry/
Science / `Power Mechanics/
and othor related
discipiides

Wire Draw Operator Same Same basic disciplines
as a Rolling Mill
Operator

Electrician Operator Same Science/Health/Chemistry/
Building Construction
and Maintenance/and
other related disciplines
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Maintenance Machinist Same Science/Mathematics/
Algebra/Power Mechanics/
and other related
disciplines

Diemalcer Same 8ame basic disciplines
as a Toot. and No Maker.

Grinder Operator Same Blueprint Rending/
Science/ChemisLry/Herath/
Mathematics/Algebra/
Power Mechanics/and
other related disciplines

Mixer Operator Same Same basic disciplines
as a Grinder Operator

Blower Same Blueprint_Readin-7/
Science/Health/1 'he-
Matics/Goicioal Bsiness/
Power Mechanics :aid other
re.1 rated d.i sc.tp.i.:1 nt

Packer Same/Type General Business/
MathematicsiBusiness Law/
TypindScincojaiLE othu
related disciplines

Rigger Same Science/Mathematics/
HeaIth/Goneral BusinesS/
Building CoustructLon and
Main-ton:Ince/and other
related disciplines

Roll Turner Same Blueprint Reading/
Science /Health /t athe-
matics/PowerVechanics/
and other related
diSeiplines

Shearman- Same- Mathematics/Science/
CeneraL Wsiness/Health/
Power Nechanics/and
Other 1.A.L4..d. discLolines

Roller Same Same basic disciplines
as i Roll Turner

!4elter Same Science/Chemistry/ .

1 ioloiw/A1:;,.011.a/Oometry/
Power Hechaoliand other
related

Shipman oame Same basic disciplines
a-s it Pg-r
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Temperature Specialist

Pricer.

Electronic Engineer

Time Study Technician

Tool _Designer

Supervisor

Foreman

Same

Same

Same

Same/Type

Same/Type

Chemistry/Physical
Science/Algebra/Geometry/
Calculus/Physics/
Accounting/Typing/and
oLhe fcwitod disciplines

Business Machines/
Economhts/Hnsinoss Law/
WhIlpilkiLies/Aigobro/
TylindAccounting/oneral
Business/and other
related disCiplines

Same basic disciplines
as a Industrial Engineer

Some basic disciplines
as an Industrial Engineer

Same basic disciplines
as a Dosigner

Basic disci plin es would
depend upon the area
of compotoncy

Same/Type Same as Supervisor

Machine Tool Operator Same -Mathematics/Algebra/
Power Mechanics, and
other rolatcd disciplines

Molder Same/Type SCience/Blueprint
Roading/Chemistry/
Algebra/Calculus/
and other related
disciplines

Sample Stitcher Same0 Science/Mathematics/
Home Economics/Industrial
Sewing/and other vAated
disci plinos

Pattern Maker Same/Type Same basic -disciplines
as a Sample Stilchop

Pattern Grader Same S::ime basic disciplineS
as a Sample Stithe

Bundler Some Mathematics/General
1=tusim2ss/industrial
Sc.winejand othe..0
reinted disciplines



F:i ttor 'Slimo/Typo -Mathomn.tioS/Graphic Art s/
.1 hi ;; 1:1 Lai ;owl I icj; Ind

1.11Yf `P.:1411:0d ti i 1.110S

etinmical. Op or:-Ator r:am('/Typo I onco/rhomisi ry/IThysi cr./
A I , I Li ,/

;did 0:1:1101 I :

d rdo::

Iviro-t An. 1 list (r,nrsr:11. i ;:irrypi pp,/
AcA;()))11'1;111g/l;oul,I. ct,i)1 )
Econom i.cs/13usi.nec:; Lwit/

othei r.1)) ntoil
(IL

Materials Hrinril.or Snme/Typc General. rnnors/
Tic J 11)

I

)., 1 I II i 110:1

Filteror Operator S11117.' I-01 '1110:1

V.; 19 "; I

Slhlt1/TypO SC' C.11C'CIPT 1111011'11 1 0:: /

i. r it: Lk' u1.1 other
votsilt

Tool err', Di' Maker Snme Scioneo/Matheinties/
co, or

Pech:uties.do.
r. i I

?hchine
Op rz:.: c. :r 'SaTfle- -Sc len° e/Mathematic s/

J-k Lli.h/1.).)vor

o. LacJ
_di i ties

PatternMek.---ir Somo/Typo Snmc basic disc ipi i nos
:Ind _Die 11.,..0(or

Bollermake.r Snmo ione,e/Cli onti stry/rIonlith/
A I L i

WL: I.d.i ti id o
ro I .t I (II p I.! ilos

Millwright Some Se.imo brisic discipl ines

a:; t Doilermake_L.

Machinist Same Science/Chemistry/Health/
tho:nat s/A Lgebra/

Poi Prochanics/anit
-other related disc Lpl.ines

Heating Technician Same Same -basic disCdplines
as a Machinist



Occtipat1.6un1 Cluster

A

Occlapation 7ndepth_fitudy

Fire Chief 2nmo Building t:onstnic-
tion,Nnd Mninton-
nnce/flealth/Science/
Chemistry/Driver
Education/Mathemat-
ics and other re-
lated discipline8

Fire Captain Same Same as Fire Chief
-on ty lacks exper-
ionee or lack of
vtic'.0 in the Lire
department

Fire In Spector Same Building Construe.-
tLon and Malta:en-
anee/Health/Chom-
i:3Lcv/xoienee/

Driver Educatjon
MathematieJiTypins;
and ether related
disciplines

_Fire- Fighter/Man Same/Type Building Construc-
tion and Mainten-
ance/Sciende/Chem--
istry/Health/
Physical Education
and other related
disciplines

Police .Chief Same Typing/Business Law/
Psychology/Sodiology/
Office Practice/
Health/Science/Chem-
istry and other re-
lated dis3iplines

Policeman Same Same as Police Chief

Harbor Master

only lacks exper-
ience /education or
vacancy in the
department

Same Science/Biology/Chem-
istry/Mathematics/
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Head Matron

Highway Patrolman

Detective

Policewoman

Fingerprint Classifier

Border Patrolman

Welding/Algebra
and othor ro]ated

inn:;

Same Science/Chemistry/
Mnthomntion/Gc:noonl
O17:Unos4Homo Econ-
umk-:;/Buf;iHo= hhw
;ind other rcAnted
disciplines

Same Science/General
Busincss/Typinq/
Diver Education/
Physical Education/
SotHology/Nyohology/
Chomistvy and oth:Jo
rowLed disciplines

Same/Type Seience/Typdng/
Chemii:tcy/ATobra/
Pviv%1 VOuctiim:
SocLoJogy/tchoiogy/
Pusines-; LAV

c,..1aLed
_disciplines

Same

Same

Same

Same general dis-
ci:plines as matron
only does riot have
exporionce educa-
tion or lack of a
vacancy

General Business/
Chemistry/Typing/
Science/Algebra/
and other related

Physical Education/
BookkeopingiAlgebra/
Chemislvy/Typin.91
(7:e(zraphy/Business
Law/O!'iver EdUca-
tiod/Poreign Lan-
gua:,,o and other
reLal:ed disciplines

Alarm Investigator Same Sciel-ce/Chemistry/
Duilging Cons truc-
tion and Maintenance
and other related
disciplines

r 1-42



Narcotics Investigator Same Chemistry/Physics/
Phynicul :;Gionco/
Tvping/Algehra/
(;% u I lormo Loy cm( oh

lid ii(:s

Store Dectectiye Same Scionne/Coneral
Ailisino:;s/TypJnif and

disciplin(s

Bailiff' Some General BusinPc,s/
Typing/ and other
r.JaLed djscif)tines

Sheriff SnMe Office Practice/
Typing/Bounoping/
AcwoulajoP/;-;o0iy10m/
P::ychology and other
k a di i :;

License Inspector Same Ce'nt'ral Purrino,ls/
Ty!) hir:/ M:i t ten, I i c::;/
awl 01 icr ro a i -ed

d .i ites

Safety and Sanitary Inspector Same General Pusiness/
Typiug/Chomisicv

Edueniion vud other
related disciplines

Building Inspector Same Building-Construc-
tion and Mainten-
ance/Science/General
Business/Iyping and
other related
disciplines

Safety Man Same/Type Chemistry/Science/
Buddi.ng Construe-
ti.on alkd DiZini.enonce/

Ty MatIL. via k,z;

and othoi rol,ttod
di:;c1vnnos

Probation Officer eSam Typing /Mathematics/
Geaepai BusinoJs/
Soei.oletT nad o N icr
re:.aLd discilinos

Judge Came /Type Typing/Political
Solen,:e/E.:emmics/

it
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Sociology/Psychology/
Chemistry and other
related disciplines

Warden Same Generally the same
basic disciplines
as a Probation'
Officer

Guard Same/Type General Business/
Typing and other
related disciplines

Laboratory Tester Same/Type Science/Biology/
Chemistry/Algebra/
and other related
disciplines

Political Scientist Same Typing /Political
Science/Sociology/
Psychology/Economics/
and other related
disciplines

Secret Service Agent Same Typing/Political
Science/Economics/
BusineSs Law/Psy
chology/Sociology
-and -other related
disciplines

Teacher Same/Type Babic disciplines
for college or
university entrance
plus all_ disciplines
that are related to
area they plan to
major in

Internal Revenue Agent Same -General Business/
Bookkeeping/Account
ing/Business Math/
Algebra/Business
Law/Typing and other
related disciplines

Meter Reader Same General Business/
Typing and other
related disciplines
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1

Health

Occupational Cluster

Occaution

Dental Assistant

Dental Hygienist

Dental Technician

Denture Set Up Nan

Dentist

Medical Technologist

Medical Laboratory
Assistant

Indm.Lh Study

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same _

Same

Same

Licensed Registered Nurse Same

Practical Nurse

Nurses Aide

Orderly

Home Attendant

Same

Same

Same

Same

138

Discipline

Science/Health/Chemistry/
Algebra/Geometry/Typing
Physical Science/Biology/,
and other related
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
as a Dental Assistant

Same basic disciplines
as a Dental Assistant

Same basic disciplines
as a Dental Assistant

Same basic disciplines
as a Dental Assistant
except more indepth
education

Science/Health/Typing
Biology/Chemistry/Algebra/
Nursing Assistant and
Medical Office Practice/
and other related
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
as a Medical. Technologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Science/Biology/Mathematics
Nursing Assistant and
Medical Office Practice/
and other related
disciplines

145



Surgical Technician Same Algebra/Geometry/Health
Trigonometry/Chemistry/
Physics/Nursing Assistant/
Typing & Medical Office
Practice/and other related
disciplines

Physical Therapy Attendant Same Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Radiologic Technologist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Nuclear Medical Technologist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Contact Lens Technician Same Science/Health/Biology/
Algebra/Mathematics/
Typing/Power Mechanics/
and other related
disciplines

Electroencephalograph
Technician Same Same basic disciplines

as a Medical Technologist

Electrocardiograph
Technician Same Same basic disciplines

as a Medical Technologist

Medical Assistant Same Typing/Science/Algebra/
Chemistry/Health/Biology/
Nursing Assistant and
Medical Office Practice/
and other related
disciplines

Central Supply Worker Same Filing/Office Practice/
General Business/Typing/
Health/Biology/Nursing
Assistant and Medical
Office Practice/and other
related disciplines

Fire Prevention
Research Engineer Same Same basic disciplines

as a Medical Technologist

Public Health Sanitarian Same Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Assistant

Social Worker Same Psychoiogy/Sociology/
Typing/Algebra/General
Business/Chemistry/

V i :1.47. Health/Filing/Office
Practice and other

-139- related disciplines



Medical Secretary Same

Medical Librarian Same

Medical Artist Same

Medical Photographer Same

Druggist Same

Medical Chemist Same

Hospital Administrator Same

Physical Therapist

Speech Therapist

Hearing Therapist

Chiropractor

Dietitian

Same

Same

Same

Same_

Same

- -140-

Medical Office Practice/
English/Typing/Bookkeeping/
Filing/Shorthand and
other related disciplines

Typing/Bookkeeping/
Filing/Shorthand/Library
Science/General Business/
Medical Office Practice
and other related
disciplines

Typing/General Business/
Medical Office Practice/ .

Mathematics/Art/and other
related disciplines

Same basic Disciplines
as a Medical Artist

Chemistry/Typing/Foreign
Language/Mathematics/
Algebra/Geometry/
Physics/ Physical Science/
Science/Biology and other
related disciplines

Sallie basic disciplines
as a Druggist

General Business/Book-
keeping/Accounting/
Chemistry/Mathematics/
Algebra/Science/
Speech/and other related
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
as a Psychologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Psychologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Psychologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Psychologist

Science/Chemistry/Typing/
Biology/Geometry/Algebra/
Home Economics/Calacus/
Physics/Foreign Language/
and other related
disciplines

<1_



Vocational Rehabilitation
Counselor Same Typing/Algebra/General

Business/Office Practice/
Mathematics/Chemistry/
Physics/Bookkeeping/
Science and ether
related disciplines

Inhalation Therapist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Radiologist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Anesthetist Same Same basic Disciplines
as a Medical Technologist

Psychologist Same Foreign Language/Calculus/
Physics/Algebra/Science/
Mathematic6/ Geometry/
Typing/Biology/HealLh/
Chemistry/Nursing
Assistant /Medical/
Medical:Office
Practice/ and other
related disciplines

X-Ray Technician Same Same basic disciplines
as a Medical Assistant

First Aid Attendant Same Biology/Health/Science/
Typing/Mathematics/
Nursing Assistant and
Medical Office Practice
and other related
disciplines

Ambulance Attendant Same Biology/Health/Science/
First Aid/Mathematics/
Driver Education/
Nursing Assistant and
Medical. Office Practice
and other related
disciplines

General Practitioner Same Same basic disciplines
as a Psychologist

Specialized Practitioner Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Psychologist

Surgeon_ Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a-Psychologist

rt.- -1 ItiLtp.;



Arts And Humanities

Occupational Cluster

Occupation Indepth Stucly Discipline

Sculpture Same /Type Mathematics/Chemistry/
Science/Art/and other
related disciplines

Art Director Same Same basic disciplines
as an Sculptor

Color Expert Same Mathematics/Chemistry/
Science/Physical
related disciplines

Painter Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as- a Cblor Expert.

Cover Design,44r Same Same basic disciplines
as a Color Expert

Art Lay Out Man Same Same basic disciplines
as a Color Expert

Bank Note Designer Same Same basic disciplines
as a Color Expert

Commerical Designer Same Same basic disciplines
as a Color Expert

Sign Designer Same Art/Painting/English/
Mathematics/Building
Construction and
Maintenance/Science/
Chemistry/and other
related disciplines

Cartoonist Same Typing /Art /Graphic -Art/
English/Speech/Mathematics
and other- related
disciplines

Airbrush Artist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Cartoonist

Sign Painter Same Same basic disciplines
as a Painter

Set Decorator Same Art/Graphic Art/Blueprint/
Typing/Building Construction
and Maintenance/Sewing/
Mathematics /General -Business
and other related

71tk
disciplines



Landscape Artist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Set Director

Visual Information
Specialist

Sketcher

Stage Scenery
Designer

Apparal Designer

Stage Electrician

Director

Producer

Film Editor

Performing Musicians

Textile Designer

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Set Director

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Cartoonist

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Set Decorator

Same Art/Graphic Art/Mathe-
matics/Blueprint Reading
Chemistry/Industrial
Sewing/Health/and other
related disciplines

Same Mathematics/Blueprint
Reading/Science/General
.BUsines1;/Building
Construction and Maintenance
and other related
disciplines

Same/Type Art/Graphic Art/English/
Foreign Language /Speech/
Algebra/Creative Writing/
Psychology/Sociology/
Drama/General Business/
Health/and other
related disciplines

Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Director

Same Chemistry/Science/
Physical Scienbe/Speech/
Mathematics/Algebra/
Calculus/and other
related disciplines

Same English/Voice/Speech
Creative Writing/Music
Drama/Mathematics/
Algebra/and other
related disciplines

Same Same basic disciplines as
an Apparal Designer
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Industrial Designer Same/Type Art/Graphic Art/Mathematics
Algebra/Geometry/PhySics/
Blueprint Reading/Calcus/
and other related
disciplines

Actor Same/Type Speech/English/
Foreign Language/Drama/
Music/Mathematics/Graphic
ArL/Art/Creative Writing/
and other related
disciplines

Actress Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as an Actor

Playwright Same/Type English/Foreign Language/
Creative Writing/Mathe-
matics/Sociology/
Psychology/General
Business/Typing/Short-
hand/Business Law/and
other related disciplines

Writer Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Playwright

Arranger Same/Type =Same basic disciplines
as a Conductor

Dance Teacher Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Dancer

Opera Singer Same Same basic disciplines
as a Singer

Concert Singer Same Same basic Disciplines
as a Singer

Theatrical Director Same Same basic disciplines
as a Director-

Printer Same/Type English/Graphic Arts/
Art/Journalism/Creative
Writing/Foreign Language/
Mathematics/Power
Mechanics /and -other
related disciplines

Lingistic Same English/Foreign Languages/
Creative Writing/Shorthand/
Speech/and other related
disciplines
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Historian Same American_ History/dorld
History /Economics/
Sociology/Psychology/
Philosophy/Government/

. Geography/an&other!
related disciplines

Etcher Same Same basic discipline8
as a Printer

Curator Same Art/Sociology/History/
Drama/Graphic Art/Mathe-
matics/Seciology/
Psychology/Typing/
General Business/and
_other related disciplines

Conductor Same/Type English/Foreign language/
Drama/Speech/Music/
Mathematics/Algebra/
General Business/
Business Law/and-other
related disciplines

Violinist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Conductor

Singer Same/Type Creative Writing/Music/
Speech/Voice/Math/
Foreign Language/Speech/
Drama/and other related
disciplines

Pianist Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Conductor

Organist Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Conductor

Composer Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Conductor

Museum Worker Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Curator

Stage Designer Same Same basic disciplines
as a Set Decorator

Art Teacher- Same/Type Psychology/Sociology/
Foreign Language/
Chemistry/Mathematics/
Algebra/Art/Music/Drama/
Speech/and other related
disciplines

-145-
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Artist Same/Type Same basic discipline
as an Art Teacher

Dancer

Ballerina

Same/Type_ Music /Art /Mathematics/
Physical Education/
Science/Health/Speech/
Drama /and other
related disciplines

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Dancer

Musician Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Pianist, Violinist
or Organist

Architecture Same/Type Mathematics/Algebra/
Geometry/Calculus Graphic
Art/Blueprint Reading/
Building Construction
and Maintenance/Science
Chemistry/Physics and
other related disciplines

Anthropologist Same Ecology/Science/Biology/
Foreign Language/
Chemistry/Calcus/Physical
Science/Earth Science/
Algebra/Geometry/Psychology
Sociology/History/and
other related disdiplines

Philosopher Same English/Speech/Creative
Writing/Foreign Language/
Art/ History/Sociology/
Economics/Geography/
Mathematics/and other
related disciplines

Photographer Same/Type Chemistry/Science/
Graphic Art/Art/Mathe-
matics/and other related .

disciplines



Occupation

Ecologist Science/Chemistry/
Health/Physical
Science/Physics/
Algebra/Trigonometry/
Calculus/Biology/
Geometry/Typing and
other related_'
disciplines

Geologist Same Science/Chemistry/
Health/Physical
Science /Physics/
Earth Science/
Algebra/Trigonometry/
Calculus/Biology/
Typing and other-
related disciplines

Geophysicist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Paleontologist Same Same- basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Meteorologist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Environmental

--Occupational-Cluster--

Indepth Study Discipline

Same

Oceanographer Same Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Solid State Same Geometry/Science/
Chemistry/Health/
Physical Science/
Earth Science/Bioloay
and other related
disciplines

Biologist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Botanist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Zoologist Same Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist
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Anatomist

Pathologist

Atomic Scientist

Research Scientist

Applied Scientist

Technicians

Physicists

Skilled Machinist

Geneticists

Biophysicists

Microbiologiat

Hydrologist

Seismologist

City Planner

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same/Type

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same
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Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Same basic disciplines
as a,Geologist

Science/Biology/
Chemistry/Health/
Physical Science/
Pciwer Mechanics/
Earth Science and
other related
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Technician

Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Same basic discipline6
as a Geologist

Same basic disciplines
as a Geologist

Mathematics/Algebrar
Geometry/Blueprint/
Reading /Building
Construction and
Maintenance/Bookkeeping
and other related
disciplines



Soil Conservationist Same Health/Science/
Chemistry/Biology/
Geometry/Physical
Science/Algebra/
Trigomentry and
other related
disciplines
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Communication and Media

Occupational Cluster-

Occupation Indepth Studl _Discipline

Acoustical Scientist Same Chemistry/Science/
Algebra/Geometisy/
Typing/Physical Science/
Health/Earth Science/
and other related
disciplines

Optical Scientist Same Same basic disciplines
as an Acoustical
Scientist

Broadcast Technician Same Typing/General Business/
Mathematics/Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines

Electronic Technician Same Algebra/Geometry/
Trionometry/Physical
Science/Chemistry/Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines

Instrument Repairman Same Same basic disciplines
as a Broadcast
Technician

Radio-TV Serviceman Same Same basic disciplines
as a Broadcast Technician

Book Editor Smile Sociology,/Art/English/
Speech/Foreign Language/
General Business/
Journalism/Typing and
other related disciplines

Newspaper Editor

Magazine Editor

Same Same basic disciplines
as a Book Editor

Same Same basic disciplines
as- a Book Editor

Reporters Same/Type Creative Writing/Typing
General Business/
Business Law/Sociology/
Psychology/Journalism
Foreign Language/Speech/
Shorthand and other
related disciplines
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Book Salesman

Magazine Designers

Audio Engineer

Video Engineer

Station Announcer

Newscaster

Sports Director

Sports Announcer

Telegrapher

Cartoonist

Same

Same

Same

Same

Sate

Same

Sate

Same

Same

Same

Typing/General Business/
Speech/Office Practice/
Mathematics/Business Law/
and other related
disciplines

Art/Mathematics/Typing/
English/Speech/Foreign
Language/Typing/Office
Machines/Office Practice/
and other related
disciplines

Science /Chemistry/
Physics/Calculus/Mathe-
matics/Algebra/Geometry/
Earth Science/Typing
Foreign Language and
other related disciplines

Same basic discinlines
as an'Audio Engineer

Speech/English/Mathe-
matics/Power Mechanics/
Typing/Creative Writing
Drama/ and other related
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
a Station Announcer

Physical Education/
Speech/Typing/General
Business/Business Law
and other basic
disciplines

Same basic disciplines
as a Sports Director

Typing/General Business/
Office Practice/Filing/-
Shorthand/Business Law
and other* related
disciplines

Creative Writing /Art
Graphic Design/Speech/
Journalism/Geneal
Business/Business Law/
Drama/Sociology/Psychology
and other related
disciplines
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Script Writer Same Journalism/English/
Creative Writing/Drama
Mathematics/Music and
other related disciplines

Program Director Same Typing/English/Accounting/
Bookkeeping/Speech/
Business Law/Creative
Writing and other
related disciplines

Projectionist Same Scieace/Mathematics/
General Business /Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines

Advertising Worker Same/Type Typing/General Business/
Psychology/Sociology/
Art/Graphic Art/and other
related disciplines

Newspaper Vender Same Typing/General Business/
Accounting/Bool:keeping
and other relaxed
disciplines

Jobber Same/Type Typing/General Business/
Business Law/Economics/
Accounting/Bookkeeping
and other related
disciplines

Advertising Copywriter Same Same basic disciplines
as an Advertising Worker

Typesetter Same Typing/Office Practice/
Clerical/Filing/Business
Machines/Shorthand and
other related disciplines

Electrotypers Same

Stereotypers Same

Photoengravers Same

Same basic disciplines
as a Typesetter

Same bassi .-; disciplines
as a Typesetter

Chemistry/Science/Typing/
Art and other related
disciplines

Cameramen Same Same basic disciplines
as a Photoengraver
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Pressman Same Mathematics/Science/
Typing/Power Mechanics and
other related disciplines

Lithographer Sane Mathematics/Typing/Health
Science/Power Mechanics
and other related
disciplines

Book Binder Same Same basic disciplines
as a Pressman

Film Editor Same English/Power Mechanics/
*Speech/Genera?, Business/
Mathematics/Science/
Chemist and other related
disciplines

Newsboy Same Same basic disciplines
as a Newspaper Vender

Typing/English/Art/
Foreign Language/
Psychology/Science/
Sociology/Mathematics
and ot'ao.o related
disciplines

Journalist Same/Type English/CreatLve Writing
Art/Foreign Language/
Typing /Speech -and other.
related disciplines

Technical Writer Same/Type Same bas lc disciplines
as a Journalist except
heavy emphasis in field
where writing is taking
place

Proof Reader Same

Messenger Same General basir; disciplines

Compositors Same Typing/English/Foreign
Language/Powar Mechanics/
Mathematics/Creative
Writing/and other
related disciplines

Linotype Operator Same Same basic disciplines
as a CompositOr

Inkman Same Same basic disciplines
as a Compositor
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Station Master Same General Business/
Accounting/Bookkeeping/
Typing/Algebra/Power
Mechanics and other
related disciplines

Disk Jockey Same Music/Art/World
Geography/Speech/Algebra/
General Business/Typing /
Sociology/Psychology and
other related disciplines

Public Affairs Director Same Sociology/Psychology/
Accounting/General
Business/Business Law/
Economics/Typing/
Mathematics and other
related disciplines

Educational Director Same- Same basic disciplines
as a ,Public Affairs
Diret-tor

Schedule MaJager Same/Type Economics/Sociology/
Psychology/Business
Mathematics/Typing/
Accounting/General
Business/Filing/and
other related disciplines

Stage Manager Same/Type Art/Drama/Speech/
Music/English/Creative
Writing and other
related disciplines

Lighting Engineer Same- Mathematics/General
Business/Typing/Building
Construction and
Maintenance/Blueprint
Reading/and other
related disciplines

Producer Same/Type English/Creative Writing/
General Business/Accounting/
Art/Music/Drama and other
related disciplines

Director Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as a Producer

Telephone Operator Same/Type Speech /General Business/
Business Mathematics/
Office Practice/Filing
and other related
disciplines
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Sound Effect Technician Same Chemistry/Science/Art/
Music/Drama/Power
Mechanics/Building
Construction/Maintenance/
Typing/and other
related disciplines

Repairman Same/Type General Business/Typing
Science/Power Mechanics
and other related
disciplines

Writer Same/Type Drama/Foreign Language/
English/Creative Writing/
Typing and other
related disciplines

Monitor Same Science/Chemistry/
Algebra/Drama/Creative
Writing/Typing/and other
related disciplines

Editorial Associate Same Same basic discipline
as an Editor

Circulation Manager Same General Business/
Filing/Accounting/
Business Law/Mathematics/
Typing/Economics/and
other related disciplines

Publisher Same/Type Same basic disciplines
as an Editor

Foreign Editor Same

Editorial Layout Same Same basic disciplines
as an Reporter

Research Editor Same/Type

Cartographer Same Same basic disciplines
as a Sound Effect
Technician

Same basic disciplines
as an Editor

Same basic disciplines
as an Editor

Mailers Same Typing/Mathematics/
General Business/Filing/
Office Practice/Clerical/
and other related
disciplines
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Installer Same Typing/Building
Construction/Maintenance/
General Business/and
other related disciplines

Linesman Same Same basic disciplines
as an Installer

Insulating Corker Same Same basic disciplines
as an Installer

Cable Splicer Same Same basic disciplines
as an Installer

Maintenance Worker Same Same basic disciplines
as a Linesman
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Hospitality and Recreation

Occupational Cluster

Occupation Indepth Study Discipline

Camera Girl Same/Type Science/Chemistry/
Physical Science/
Art/Algebra and
other related
disciplineS

Tourist Director Same Speech/Geography/
Mathematics/Art/Gen-
eral Business/Typing/
OUice Practice/Of-
fice Machines and
other related
disciplines

Golf Club Manager Same Speech/Science/Chem-
istry/Typing/Gener-
al Business/Office
Practice/Accounting/
and other related
disciplines

Theater Manager Same Science/Typing/Chem-
istry/Bookkeeping/
Accounting/and other
related disciplines

Booking Agent Same/Type Bookkeeping/Speech/
Accounting/Typing/
and other related
disciplines

Hobby Shop Manager Same Office Practice/Ac-
counting/Bookkeeping/
Typing/and other
related disciplines

Business Agent Same/Type General Business/
Bookkeeping/Typing/
Accounting/ and other
related disciplines

Advance Man Same /Type; Same basic courses
as a Business Agent
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Recreation Center Director Same Physical Education/
Typing/Power Mechan-
ics/General Business/
and other related
disciplines

Ticket Seller Same Filing/Speech/Office
Machines/Bookkeeping/
Accounting and other
related disciplines

Travel Counselor Same Geography/History/
Speech/Sociology/
Psychology/General
Business/Typing/
Foreign Language and
other related
disciplines

Club Membership Salesman Same/Type General Business/
Speech/Typing/Office
Practice/and other
related disciplines

Recreation Director

Porter

Charwoman

Janitor

Same

Same

Same as Recreation
Center Director

General Business/
Typing/Mathematics/
and other related
disciplines

Same Home Economics/
Typing / General Bus-
iness/and ether re-
lated disciplines

Same Science/Chemistry/
General Business/
Health/Typing/ and
other related
disciplines

Floor Waxer Same Same basis require-
ments as Janitor

Wall Washer Same Same basic require-
ments as Janitor

Hotel Manager Same Speech/Commercial
Home Economics/Hotel
and Motel Management/
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Motel Manager

Window Washer

Traveling Manager

Convention Manager

Bell Captain

Baggage Porter

Room Service Clerk

Checkroom Attendant

Apartment House Manager

Same

-Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

General Business/
Accounting/Typing
and other related
disciplines

Same basic require-
ments as Hotel
Manager

Science/Chemistry/
Power Mechanics/
Health/General
Business and other
related disciplines

Speech/General Bus-
iness/Bookkeeping/
Typing/Aecounting/
Office Practice/ and
other related
disciplines

Typing/Office Prac-
tice /Bookkeeping/
Office Machines/
Speech and other
related disciplines

Foreign Language/
Speech/General
Business/Typing/ and
other related
disciplines

Came basic require-
ments as Bell
Captain

Same basic require-
ments as Bell
Captain

Filing/General Bus-
iness and other re=
lated disciplines

General Business/
Typing/Business
Mathematics/Book-
keeping and other
related disciplines
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Chef Same Foreign Language/
Accoullting/Chem-
istry/Commercial
Home Economics/
Science and other
related disciplines

Athletic Director Same Thysical Education/
General Business/
Typing and other
related disciplines

Bar Tender Same Stience/Chemistry/
Typing/Health/Gen,.
eral Business/Of-
fice Practice and
other related
-disciplines

Cook Same/Type COMMercial Home
EconomicsITyping/
Foreign Language/
ancr.other related
disciplines

Florist Same Science /Chemistryl
Speech/Typing/Gen-
eral Business/Book-_
keeping and other
related diScipiines.

Waiter Same Commercial Home,
Economics/General
Business/Speech-and
other related
disciplines

Waitress Same Same basic require-
ments as Waiter

Elevator Operator Same General Business/
Science and other
related disciplines

Gardener Same Science/Chemistry/
Physical Science/
Mathematics/General
Business and other
related disciplines

Dish Washer Same Commercial Home
Economics/Science/
and other related
disciplines
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Mail Clerk Same Filing/Typing/
General Business/
Mathematics and
other related-
disciplines
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I Personal Service

(_Occupational Cluster

Occupation

Street Photographer

Funeral Director

Barber

Cemetary Manager

Repair Estimator

Mortician Investigator

Service Establishment
Att endant

Embalmer

Lady Attendant(FUneral)

Lawyer

Indepth Study

Same

Same

Sathe

Same

Same/Tripe

Same

Same/Type

Same

Discipline

Chemistry/Science/
General Business

Chemistry/Science/
General Business/
Accounting/Book-
keeping/Typing/
Algebra

Science/Algebra/
Chemistry/General
Business/Mathematics

General Business/
BOokkeeping/Mathe-
matics/Power
Mechanics

Accounting/General
Business/Power
Mechanics /and-other
related disciplines

Accounting/Business
Law/Typing/Chemitry/
Science /and -other
related disciplines

Power Mechanics/and
other related
disciplines

Same- general
requirements as
Funeral Director

Same Same basic require-
ments as for Funeral
Director

Same/Type Foreign - .Language/ -
Speech/Political
Science/Sociology/
and other related
disciplines
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Criminologist Same Same basic require-
ments as Lawyer

Animal-Trainer Same/Type Sdience/Chemistry/
Health/and other
related disciplines,

Shoe Repairman Same Science/Power
Mechanics /and other
related disciplines

Watch Repairman Same Sciende/Pewer
Mechanics/Chemistry/
and other related
disciplines

Manicurist Same Science/Health/
NurSing Assistant/
Medical Office
PraCtice/Chemistry/
and other related
disciplineS

Wig D_ resSer Same Science/Health/
.Home Economics/
Chemistry and
other related
disciplines

Masseur Same Science /Health/
CheMistry/Biology/
-Nursing Assistant/
and Medical Office
Practice/and other
related= disciplines
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The A. B. C.'s Of Getting And Keeping A Job. Eyegate,
1970, 8 Color Filmstrips, 4 Cassetter, Gr. 7-12.

The A. a. C.'s of Getting
and Keeping A Job

Applying for the Job You Want
Budgeting Your Money
Health Rules to 'Follow

Labor Unions
On The Job
Preparing for the Job
You Want
Quizstrip

America's Labor Force. Eyegate, 1971, 6 Color Film-
strips, 6 Cassettes,. Gr. 7-12.

Airline Pilots'Association
American Federation of
Musicians
International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers

International Ladies
Garment Workers Union

United Automobile Workers
United. Federation of
Teachers

Ancient Crafts-Modern Times. Eyegate, 1971, 6 Color
Filmstrips,^6-Cassettes, Gr. 5-12.
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Basic Office Machines
The Working World of a
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Building Trade Workers. Eyegate.
strips,- 5 Cassettes Gr. 9-12.

The Exterior Painter
The Interior Painter
The Roughing_ Carpenter
The FiniShing Carpenter.
The Concrete Block layer
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Dealing With PeOple
Helping Your Boss-Get
More Done

Filing and Basic Office
SyStems

1972, 10 Color Film-

The Plaster
The Sider
The Brick Layer
The Plumber
The Roofer



Hospital Job Opportunities.
Filmstrips, 5 Cassettes, Gr.

Inhalation Therapy
Technician

X-Ray Technician
Nuclear Technician
Trainee

Medical Assistant
Maintenance Mechanic
and Electrician and
Custodian

The World of Work: Vocational

Cook
Sheet Metal Worker
ReceptioniSt
Printer
Electrician
Data Processing Clerk
What Is Your Future
In The Changing World
Of Work

Eyegate, 1972, 10 Color
9-12.

Nurse
Hospital Food Service
Worker's

Diet Clerk and Fry Cook
Hospital Administrative
Jobs
Nurses' Aide.

Opportunities-. Eyegate, 1971
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Real Estate Sales
Medical Assistant
Automobile Mechanic
TV and Radio Repair
Tool and-Die Maker
Sheet Metal Worker-Building
Trades
Automotive Sales Representative



Business Filing. Coronet, n. d., .6 Color Filmstrips,
6 Cassettes, Gr. 7 -12..

Alphabetic Correspondence
Alphabetizing Rules
Charge and Transfer Methods
Types of Equipment

Data Processing and
Microfilming

Other Filing Systems

Careers_In Aerospace. Eyegate, 1970, 12 Color Film-,
strips, b Cassettes, Gr. 7-12.

Aerospace Sales iFlight Engineer
Aircraft Maintenance and- Captain
Food:Service Jet Engine Mechanic
Aircraft Maintenance Mechanic Passenger Service
Air Freight Agent Representative
Airline Ticket Agent Skycap and Baggage
Control Tower Operator Handler
Stewardess

Don't Just Stand There! Do Something. Eyegate, 1972,
4 Color Filmstrips, 2 Cassettes, Or. 7-10.

Air Pollution Water Pollution
Land Pollution Fighting Pollution

-Education_For Occupations. Eyegate, 1972, 8 Color FilM-
strips', 4 Cassettes, Gr. 9-12.

Working In A Service
Station

Working In A Supermarket
Working In The Printing
Industry

Working In Food Services

Working With Business .

Machines
Working In Building
Maintenance

Working In Manufacturing
Working- In A Hospital

Finding Your Job. Eyegate, 1972, 6 Color Filmstrips,
3 Cassettes, Gr. 9-12.

Working For Someone Else
What Can You Do
Job Shopping
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Cassettes

American Occupations Series, Jonesboro, Ark.; Educational
Sensory Programming, 99 Tapes, (2 Lessons on Each Tape, Each
Lessen 15 Minutes) n. d.

Titles are:

1. "Tomorrow's Jobs-Part I"
"-Tomorrow's Jobs-Part II"

. 2. "Accountant"
"Advertising Workers"

3. "Marketing Research Workers"
"Personnel Workers"

4. "Public Relations Workers"
"Protestant Clergyman"

5. "Rabbis"
"Roman Catholic Priest"

6. "Foresters"
"Forestry Aides"

7. "Range Managers"
"Employment Counselors"

C. "Rehabilitation Counselors"
"School Counselors"

9. "Engineering"
"Types of Engineering"

10. "Physicians"
"Osteopathic Physicians"

11. "Dentists"
"Dental Hygenists"

12. "Dental Assistant"
"Dental Lab Technician"

13. "Registered Nurses"
"Licensed Practical Nurses"

14. "Optometrists"
"Pharmicists"

15. "Podiatrists"
"ChiropractorS"
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16. "Occupational Therapist"
"Physical Therapist"

17. "Speech Pathologist and Audiologist"
"Medical Laboratory Worker"

18. "Radiologic Technologists"
"Medical Record Librarian"

19. "Dieticians"
"Hospital AdminiStrator"

20. "Sanitarians"
"Veterinarians"

21. "Mathemiticians"
"Statisticians"

22. "Geologist"
"Geophysicista"

23. "Meterologists"
"Oceanographers"

24. "Life Scientists"
"Biochemists"

25. "Chemists"
"Physicists"

26. "Astronomers"
"Actor-Actress"

27. "Dancers"
"Musicians and Music Tea hers"

28. "Singers and Singing Teachers"
"Commercial Artists"

29. "Industrial Designer"
"Interior Decorator"

`30. "Anthropologists"
"Economists"

31. "Geographer"
"Historians"

32. "Political Scientists"
"Sociologists"

33. "Kindergarten and Elementary School Teacher"
"Secondary School Mather"
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34. "College and University Teachers"
"Engineering Science"

35. "DraftSman"
"Newspaper Reporter"

36. "Technical Writers"
"Architects"-

37. "College PlaceMent Officer"
"Home Economists"

38; '"Landscape Architects"
"Lawyers"

39. "Librarians"
"Library Technicians"

40. "Models"
"Photographers"

41. "Systems Analysts"
"Programers"

42. "Psychologists"
"Recreation Worker"

43. "Social Workers"
"Surveyors"

44. -"Urban- Planners"
"Managerial Occupations!'

45. -"InduStrial-Traffic_Manager"
"Purchasing Agent"

46. "ClerirOal Occupations"
"Bookkeeping Workers"

47. -"Cashiers'
"Electronic -Computor -Operator" ,

48. ""Office Machine OperatorS"
"Shipping-Receiving Clerk"

49. "Steno0pher-Secretary"
"Typists"

50. "Telephone Operator"
"Auto Parts Counter Man"

51. "Auto Salesman"
"Auto Service Advisor"
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52.- "InSarance Agent-Broker"
-"Manutacturer's Salesman"

53. "Real Estate Salesmen-Broker"
"Retail Trade Salesvorker"

r,ro "Securities Salesman"
"Wholesale Trade Workers"

55. "Barbers"
"Conmetologists"

70. "Cooks.Chofs"
"Waiters-Waitresses"

57. "TM Special Agents"
"Police Officers"

58. "State Police Officers"
"Fire Fighters"

79. "Hospital Attendants"
"Building Custodian"-

60. "Bricklayer"
"Carpenter"

61. "Cement Mason"
"ConstructiOn Laborer"-

62. "ElctriciPns"
"Elevator Construction"

63. "Floor Covering installers"
"Glaziers"

64. "Lathers"
"Marble Setters"

65. "Operating Engineers"
"Painters and_Paperhangers"

66. "Plasters"
"Plumbers and Pipefitters"

67. "Roofers"-
"Sheet Metal Workers"

68. -"Stonemasons"-
"Structural Steel Workers"

69. "Truckdriver"
"Local Truckdriver"
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70. "Routeman"
"Intercity Busdriver"

71. "Local Busdriver"
"Taxi Drivers"

72. "Machinists"
"Machine Tool Operator"

73. "Tool and Die Maker"
"Instrument Maker"

74.. "Air Conditioning Mechanic"
"Appliance Servicemen"

75. "Auto Body Mechanic"
"Auto 1,1chanics"

76. "Business Machine Servicemen-Part I"
"Business Machine Servicemen-Part II"

77. "Diesel Mechanics"
"Electric Sign Servicemen"

78. "Farm Equipment Mechanic"
"Industrial Machinery Repairman"

79. "Instrument Repairman"
"Maintenance Electrician"

80. "Millwrights"
"Radio-Television Technician"

81. "Truck and Bus Mechanic"
"Vending Machine Mechanic"

82. "Watch Repairman"
"Composing Room Occupations"

83. "Photoengravers"
"Electro-Sterotypers"

8L. "Printing Pressmen"
"Lithographics"

85. "Motion Picture Projectionist"
"Photographic Laboratory Occupation"

86. "Petroleum Oc's.upations-Part I"
="Petroleum Occupations-Part II"

87. "Pilots-Co-pilot Part I"
"Ililots-Co-pilot Part II"
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88. "Flight Engineers"
"Stewardess"

89. "Aircraft Mechanics"
"Airplane Dispatcher"

90. "Air Traffic Controller"
"Ground Radio Operator"

91. "Radio-TV Announcer"
"Broadcast Technician"

92. "Locomotive Engineer"
"Conductor"

93. "Brakeman"
"Telegrapher"

94. "Telephone Craftsman"
"Telephon. EaulbMent Installer"

95. "Lineman-Cable Splicer"
"Telephone Repair-Installer"

96. "Bank CTerk"
"Teller"

97. "Hotel Clerk"
"Hotel Manager"

98. "Federal Civilian Government Worker-Part I"
"Federal Civilian Government Worker-Part II"

99. "Mail Carriers"
-"Postal Clerks"
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Films 16 MM.

Applying For A Job. Encyclopedia Britannicia Educational
Corp., n. d. Color, Sound, 13 Min., Gr. 7-12.

Choosing A Job. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp.,
n. d. Color, Sound, 12 Min., Gr. 7-12.

Communicating With The Public. Encyclopedia Britannica
Educational Corp., n. d. Color, Sound, 12 Min., Gr. 7-12.

Develoment of Communication. Encyclopedia Britannica
Educational Corp., n. a. Biack/White, Sound, 10 Min.,
Gr. 7-12.

Development of Transportation. Encyclopedia Britannica.
Educational ':oro., n. d. Color, Sound, 11 Min., Gr. 7-12-

The Doctor. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp.,
n. Color, Sound, 17 Min., Gr. 7-9.

Don't Get Angry. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational
Corp., n. d. Color, Sound, 12 Min., Gr. 4-9.

Getting a Promotion. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational
Corp., n. d. Color, Sound, 14 Min., Gr. 7-12.

Getting the News. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational
Corp., n. d. Color, Sound, 18 Min., Gr. 7-9.

Health. :r Our Community. Encyclopedia Britannica Educa-
tional Corp., n. d. Color, Sound, 14 Min., Gr. 7-9.

The Industrial ;evolution. Encyclopedia Britannica Edu-
cational Corporation, n. d. Color, Sound, 17 Min., Gr.
7-9.

The Miner. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp.,
n. d. Color, Sound, 15 Min., Gr. 7-9.

Planning Your Career. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational
Corp., n. d. Black/White, Sound, 16 Min., Gr. 7-12.

The Rise of Big Business. Encyclopedia Britannica Educa-
tional Corp., n. d. Color, Sound, 27 Min., Gr. 7-12.

The Rise of Labor. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational
Corp., n. d. Color, Sound, 30 Min., Gr. 7-12.

Working Together. Encyclopedia Educational Corp., n. d.
Color, Sound, 12 Min., Gr. 7-12.
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You Can Go A Long Way. Encyclopedia Britannica Educational
Corp., n. d. Black/White, Sound, 22 Kin., Gr. 7-9..

Filmstrips:

An Age of Change. McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-9.

At Home And Tn The Public. McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr.
7 -12.

School. McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

Dating. McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-9.

Dining Out. McGraw, 42 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

Do You Like Flowers? Eyeg ate, 42 Frames, Color,- Gr. 7-12.

Do You Like Sports? Eyegate, 42 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

Do You Love Animals? Eyegate, 42-Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

Eri,.4evInp7-Tod.ay. Encyclopedia Britannica,_5_a_Eramesolor
Gr. 7=12. -------

Future_in Hand. McGraw, 40 Frames, Black/White,_ Gr. 7-12.

Family Portrait. McGraw, 42 Frames, Black/White, Gr. 7-12.

How About_ Being a Key Punch Operator? Eyegate, 41 Frames,
Color, Gr. 7=12-

Ho About Being An Electronics_ Assembler? Eyegate, 40 Frames,
Color, Gr. 7-12.

Ho About Office Work? Eyegate, =40 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

How To Take a Test. Sotiety for Visual Education, 40 Frames,
Color, Gr. 6-12.

It Pays To Save. McGraw, 42 Frames, Colors, Gr. 4-12.

It's A Date. McGraw, 40 Frames, Black/White, Gr. 7-12.

Leariers and Followers. Encyclopedia Britannicia, 50 Frames,
Color, Gr. 7-12.

Par. ties McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

Preparinr= for Daily Work. McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr.
779.
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Preparing For Test. McGraw, 42 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-9.

Preparing to Study. Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
22 Frames, Color, Gr. 5-12.

Oldest in .the Class-My Teacher. Troll, 40 Frames, Color,
Gr. 6-9.

Seeing Double. McGraw, 42 Frames, Black/White, Gr. 7-12.

Short Arc Welding. Linde, 50 Frames, Color, Gr. 8-12.

Starting Junior High School. McGraW, 42 Frames, Color,
Gr. 7-9.

Table Manners.. McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr. 7 -12-.

Want to siork in a Laundry? Eyegate, 42 Frames, Color,
Gr. 7-12.

What Are Job Families? Society for Visual Education,
Inc., 42 Frames, Color, Gr. 4-8.

1hat-Do77You-iLike- To De Society-for VisitaiEdUCation,
Inc., 42 Framers, CbIor, Gr. 1-9.

What Is a_Job? Society for Visual Education, Inc., 42
Frames, Color, Gr-. 6-9.

What Good is School? Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
42 Frames, Color, Gr. 1-9.

What_Is_A Family? Society for Visual Education, Inc.-40
Frames, Color; Gr. 1-9.

What is Behavior? McGraw, 42 Frames, Color, Gr- 7-12.

What to Ask,- -How and Where to Find the Answer? Society
for Visual Educatien, Inc., 42Trtmus, Color, Gr.- 7-12.

Who Are You? _Society for Visual Education Inc., 40-Frames,
Color, Gr. 1-9-.

Why Study? Society for VisUaI Education, Inc., 42 Frames
Color, Gr. 7-12.

WithIglap Ring. McGraw, 40 Frames,- Black/White, Gr. 7=12.
q.
-kWould .fo,u Like Hospital Work? Eyegate, 42 Frames, Color,

Gr. 7-12.

Would You Like to Be a Cashier? Eyegate, 42 Frames, Color,
Gr. 7-12.
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Would You Like To Sell? Eyegate, 42 Frames, Color,
Gr. 7 -12. .

You and Your Grooming. McGraw, 34 Frames, Color, Gr.
7 -12.

Your Clothing. McGraw, 42 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12 -.

Your Face. McGraw, 41 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

_Your Figure. -McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

Your Hair. McGraw, 41 Frames, -Color, Gr. 7-12.

Your Hands and_ Feet. McGraw, 40 Frames, Color, Gr. 7-12.

Your School Publications. Jam Handy, 6-Filmstript, 42
Frames Each-,--ColOr, Gr.. 7=12.

Film_Strips and Disk Recordings:

Advanced Study_ Habits, Attitudes.and Skills, YU-Materials-
Corporation; 8 ColTDT-6 10" Recordt, 35 1/3
-RPM.;11r. 6-9.

Basic Studv_Habits, _Attitudes and YLP Material
Corporation, 5 Filmstrips, Color, 6-10" Records, 33 1/3
RPN., Gr. 4-7.

Children Face Social Realities. Eyegate, 2 Filmstrips,
Color, 1 10" Record, Gr. -77.

Choosito-_Your Career. . Harcourt, 2 Films trips, Color, 2
12" -Records, 33 1,13 RPM., Gr. 7=12.

Dating Topics for Older_Teens- Society for VitUal Educa-
tion, Inc., 4 Filmstript, Color.;- 2-12" Records, 33 1/3
RPM., Gr. 7-12.

Developirg BaSic_Valuet- Society for- Visual Education,
Inc., 4-FiimStrips, Color, 3 12"- Records, 33 1/3 RPM.,
Gr- 7-12.

beVeloping_Your_StudV Skills. Harcourt, 2 Filmstrips,
Color, 2 12" Records, 33 173 RPM., Gr. 7-12.

Dropping Out:- Road to Nowhere. Harcourt, 2 Filmstrips,
Color, 2 12" Records, 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 8-12.

Failure: A Step Toward Growth. Harcourt, 2 Filmstrips,
Color, 2 12 " Records, 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 7-12. t.

i,
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Four Who Quit. Harcourt, 2 Filmstrips, Color, 2 12"
Records, 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 8-12.

Going__Places in:-the City. Coronet, 6 Filmstrips, Color,
3 12" Records; 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 4-8.

Growing Into Manhood: A Middle School Approach. Harcourt,
2 Filmstrips, Color, 2-12" Records, 33 1/3 01717, Gr. 8-12.

Growing Into Womanhood:- A_Middle School Approach. Har=
court, 2 Filmstrips, Color, 2 12"-Recbrds, 33 1/3 RPM.,
-Gr. 8-12.

High School Course Selection -and Your Career. Harcourt,
2 FilMstrips, Color, 2 12" Records, 33 1/3.-, RPM., Gr.
7-10.

-Home Services. Society for Visual Education, Inc., 2
FilMstrips, Color, 2 12" Records, 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 3 -9.

How_To- Succeed In High_School=BV_Trying._ -Harcourt, 2
FilmStrips, Color, 2 12" Records, 33 1/3-RPM., Gr._-7-9.

Hank7U670-n-Hothework? Harcourt, 2- Filmstrips, Color, 2
12" Records, 33 1/3RPM., Gr. 7=12.

I.Never Looked At It That May_Before. HarcoUrt, 2 Film-,
strips, Color, 2 12" Records, 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 7-12.

I Wish I'd -Known_that Before_I Went To College. Harcourt,
2- Filmstrips,-Color,-2 12" Records, 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 7-12.

If You're Not GOirigto_College. Harcourt, Z-FilMstripS,
Color, 2 12" RecOrds, 33 1/3 RPM._,_ -Gr_.

Love and Marriage. Harcourt, 2 Filmstrips, Color, 2 12"
Records, 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 8-12.

Older_Teens_and_Family_Relationships. Society for Visual
Education, Inc., 4 FilMstrips,-Color, 2 12" Records, 33
1/3 RPM., Gr.- 8-12.

Popularity_ Problems OfOlder Teens. SoCiety for ViSual
EduOation, Inc., 4 Filmstrips, Color, 4 12" Records, 33
1/3 RPM., Gr. 8 -12.'

Popularity Problems of Young Teens. Society fOr Visual
Education, Inc., f Filmstrips, Color, 2 12" Records, 33
1/3 RPM., Gr. 6-9,

Role_of The Counselor In The Secondary School. Harcourt,
1 Filmstrip, Color, 1 12 "Record,- 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 7-12.

t I
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Should You Go To College? Harcourt,
T-Te record, -33 -173 RPM., Gr. 8-12.

Social Problems. Society for Visual
Filmstrips, Color, 1 12" Record, 33 1

Somebody's Cheating:. _Harcourt, 2 Fl]
12" Lecords, 33 1/3 RPM., Gr. 7-12.

Studvinf For Success. Eyegate, 11 Filmstrips, Color,
te:" slo,:o;-ds, 33 1/ RPM, Gr. 7-12.

1 Filmstrip, Color,

Education, Inc., 1.

/3 RPM., Gr. 7 - -12.

ms trips, Color, 2

5

The AEC':! Of Cotting And Keening A Job. egate, 4 Film-
_ -

strips, Color, 4 2 CasseLtas, Cr. /-12,

The Tuned Out Generation. Harcourt, 2 FilMstrips, Color,
2 12" Records, 3,5 1/J Eva., Gr. 8-12.

Think of Others First. Harcourt, 2 Filmstrips, Ceplor,
2 12:°-Records, 33-1/73 RPM., Gr. 8-12:

Values _for_Teenagers. Harcourt, 2 FilmStrips, COlor, 2
, 7-12.

You and The Lawn Harcourt, 2 Filmstrips, ColOr, 2 12"
Records, 33 15 RPM.,, Cr. 7=12,

Your First_ Year In High SchoOl. Hareciurt; 2 Filmstrips,
Cplor, 2 12" RecordS, 53 1/3 !WM., Gr. 7=12.

You're More Than a Score. Harcourt, 2 FilmStri,-.S; COlor,
2 12" Records, 55773 RPM., Gr, 7-12.

Young Teenagers And Family Relationships. Society
Visual Educatioh, ino., 4 Pilmstrips, Color-, 2 12"
33 1/3-RPM., Gr. 7-12-

"Tape Recordings of Occupations:

Accountant. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

for
ReCords,,

Accountant, Advertising Workers. Educational Sensory Pro-
sotto, Gr. 7-17.gramming, 1 (;as

Advertising. Classroom, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Advertising. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Agriculture. Classroom, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7=12,

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration. Classroom, 1 Cassette,
Gr. 7-12.
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Air-.Conditioning Mechanic: Appliance Serviceman. Educa-
tional Sensory Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Air Traffic Controller: Ground Radio Operator. Educa-
tional Sensory Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Aircraft Mechanics: Airplane Dispatcher. Educational
Sensory Programming, 1 Cassette, Or. 7-12.

Anthropologists: Economists. Educational Sensory Program-
ming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7 -1 -24

Appliance Serviceman. Imperial,.1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Architect. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7.=12.

Architecture, Classroom, 1- Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Artistic Interest Occupations. Wilson, 1 Reel, 3 3/4 IPS.,
Gr-. -7-12.

Assediler. Imperial 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.,

Astronoters: _Actor-Actress. Educational Sensory Program-.
-m1:1-4.,, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Autos .Body Repairman.: Auto Mechanics. EdUCational Sensory
programming; 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Auto Mechanic. Imperial, 1- Cassette,- Gr. 7 -12.

Auto Salesman: Auto_Service.Adviser. EdUcational-Sensory
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7 -12.

Bank Clerk.:_-Telier. Educational Sensory Programming, 1
Cassette-, Gr. 7-12.

BarberS:___Cosmetologists. Educational SenSory Programming,
1 Cassette, Gr-.- 7-12.

Beauty_Culture. Classroom, -1 CaSsette, Gr. 7-12.

Biologist. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Brakeman: Telegrapher.
1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Bricklayer: Carpenter.
1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Educational Sensory Programming,

Educational sensory Programming,

Broadcasting. Classrodin, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Business:. How It Works. Wollensak, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.
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Business Machine Servicemen-Part T and Business Machines
Senn ec:met1 -Part If. Kith a-1,1 kyiial Seri; :oi'y t1t -ogralimang

Cassc: te , (1)7.

CareersTncience. University of 1 Reel:, 3
, Cr. -12

Cpmenter. Imperial, 1 Casseite, Cr. 7-12.

Elec.tronic ir.2ut;.)r OpQrators. Educational
Proc,ciiiming, 1 Cd;s,:li,-;,-Gr. 7-12.

CnI 141,-;np! Construr-tinn_Laborer Educational Sensory
CAssti.-,,

Chemt. Imperial, 1 Casc-i-te, Cr. 7-12. .

Chemi;ts: Ph-si^istc. Fdqcatioliel Sensory Programming,

Chief Engineer. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Cr, 7=12.

Occumations. 1.ri-lson, 1 Reel, 33A :ITS.,
Cr. *;--12.

Cleral Occunattens: _Bookkeepin7-Workers. Educatienal
Sensory Procramming, 1 Cassc,LLe, Cr. 7-12.

Coll and Lv TeachQrs: Enr,i-neerinr Science.
1ational :;:risory Craii;rmmir4, 1 C..tssut'y Gr. i-12.

Collecre Placement Officer: Hom Econemies. Educational
Sensory Pro min, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7-12,,

Commercial Art:st. Imperial, 1 Cassette, (14;.! 7-12.

ie#
Commercial Photogranher.. imperial, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7=12.

Computational Interest Ocupational, Wilson, 1 Reel, 3
4 ieS., Cr. 7-12.

1.:omouters. Classroom, 1 Casette, Cr. 7-12.

Cook-Chief: Waiters-Waitresses. Educational Sensory
IToa.i':-.mming, 1 Cassette, Gr. Y-12.

Cosmetologist. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-T2.

C')unselor. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Dance:rs: Musicians and Music Teachers. Educational
2-...2ny Programming, i _3::::,eLto, Cr.

V



Dental. Assistant: DontalLnbora.tory l'ephnici
a

an. Educa-
tional Sensory Progrmming, 1 Casnettp, Gr. 7-12.

DentrILHyAienist, Imperial, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7-12.

Dental. Technician. Imperial., 1 Cassette, Cr. 7-,12.

Diesol Mechanics: Eleetrte Simi Servicemen. Educational_
Sensory Program ming, 1 C.13;iette, Gr., 7-12.

1Jospi,t11Admintstra-VT. Educational Sensory
1 :'as.letl:e, Gr. 7-12.

Draftsman. Imperial, 1 CaSsette, Gr. 7-12.

Draftsman:_ Newspaper Reporter. Educational Sensory
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Education. Classroom, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7-12.

EaeCtrician. Imperial, 1 Cassettel_-Or.

1..1ef.:trician: Elevator Construction. Educational-Sensory
Prograwing, 1 Cassette, 01% 7-12.

lectronic__Technician,_ Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Elementary Teacher. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7-12.

En,gineeNng, Classroom-, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7-12.

Engineering:__TYpes of Engineering. Educational Sensory
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-17.

;Exploring The World Of Work. Wilson, 6 Cassettes, Gr.
7-12;

Farm Eauipment Mechanic-: Industrial Madhinery Repairmn.
Edcatnaluio Sensory Programffling, 1 CassvLte, Gr. 7,-12.

FBI Special Agents: Police Officers. Educational.- Sensory
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Federal Civil CovernMent Worker-Part _II Federal Civil.
Government-Worker-iarL IT. EducationaL SOU30q Programming,
1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

The Fireman and His Abrk. Wollensak, 1 Reel, 3 3/4 IPS.,
Gr. 7-12.

Fireman-Water Tender. Imperial, 1 Reel, 3 3/4 IPS., Cr.
7-12.
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Flight Engineers: stewardesses. Educational Sensory
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. /-12.

Floor Covering, Installer: Glaziers. Educational Sensory
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Food Production. Classroom, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Foresters: Forestry Aids. Educational, 1 Cassette, Gr.
7-12.

'Geographer: Historian. Educational Sensory Programming,
1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Geolorist: Geophysicists. Educational Sensory Poogramming,
1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Grocery Store Clerk. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Heavy Machine Operator. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Health_Careers. Classroom, 1-Cassette., Gr.. 7,12...

Hospital Attendants: Building Custodian's. Educational
Sensory Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Hotel Clerk: Hotel Manager. Educational Sensory-Program-
ming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Hotel-Motel. Classroom, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7.712.

How To Get A Job. Wollensak, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Industrial Designer: Interior Decorator. Educational
Sensory Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Industrial Traffic Manager: Purchasing Agent.
Sensory Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Instrument lepairman: Maintenance Elocirician.
Sensory Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Insurance A ent-Broker: Manufacturer's Salesman. Educa-
tional ensory Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Educational

Educational

ore

Insurance Broker. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Introducing The World Of Work-Part T. Wilson, 1 Reel,
3/4 IPS., Gr. 7-12.

Johnny Visits the Farm. Classroom,- 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Kinderrarten-Elementary School Teacher: Secondary School
Teather. Classroom, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.
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Landscape-hrehiteet Lawyers. Ed4dationdl Sehtory
PrOgr:_iMming, 1 ('ti,), Cr. 7-.12:

tathors-: 'Marble otters. Educational Sensory Programming,

LaundnRouteman. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7=124

',wirer. -Imperial, 1 Co:;sotte, Cr. 7-12.

Cirroom, 1 (:annetto, Cr. 7-12.

Lo!_J-s Learn tbont Ponkinre WOlTensak, 1 Cassettk,
4-!4_

Le--Yo'Nr-st The Doctor. Wollonsak, 1 Reel, 3 3/4 IP8.,

Let's Roet Hurso, Wollonsak, 1 Reel, IPS.,
Gr. 7-12.

Let's Meet The Teaclot-. Wollensak, 1 Reel, 3 3/4 IPS"
Gr_ 7-12.

Librarion. Imperial, I Cassette, Cr. 7=1:_

Librarians: Library Technicians. Educational SentorY
Pftgranblig;:-1 CaSSettc, Gr. 'i-124

Life Scienti.,;t-- Bioci,emits Educational Sensory
Proc5rammincr, 1 Cassecti,, 7-12:

Lineman-Cable Solicer: Telephone Rebair=installer-.-
Ucational Sensory 1 -Cazt-sqtte, Cr, Y-="12.

Lotal__Busdrive_r: _ Taxi_ Drivers. -EducatiOnai Sensory
.PTfammi-n.,-5, 1- C..);;sc.tt-,,,-, cc.

Locai_TrUck Driver. iipperial, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7=12.

Locomotive Enineer: .Conductor. Educational SenSOry
Pre.gralcLaing, 1 C-J:.;*etta, Jr. ?-12.

Maelinist. Imperial, 1 CasSette+ Cr, 7-12.

Mathinist: MaChino Toolpperator. EdUeational Sensory
1

-Nail Carriers-: Postal Clerks. Educational Sensory

Mar?tetinrr R',search Ylrkerl: Personnel_Workers, Edudational
1)-'or

.
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Mathematicians:, j,Statisticians. Educational Sensory
Prograni Ming, 1- ,Casi>ette, Gr.. 7-i2

__ Interet_:t Wi.16on, 1. Reel, 3
7- 1;1-

Medical -Technician-, Initerial; 1- -car:Sette, Cr. 7=-12.-,
.

x-Rby .teChnician Implriali_ 1 'Casette, -Cr., -7-12-:

.0celncifrrapherS EdutatiOrial ,-Sensory
1, 7-12,

1411] rits 'tl(110-JEV Edueiatienal. -Sensory
_ .eass Cf. 7-12-

Tiodeltt:, PhOtOVatherS,. Educational Sensory _PrograMming-,
1 Cassette; -Cr.

MOtion_PiotOrOiTtbjetttioniStt-__Phtitep:rapLit _LaboratOry
-EdUcatienai Se.n8dr5,-

_ -Oh 1 ,Cassette_i Gr. 7=-12.

-ni-__Father__Workt. VellehSak, 1 -Cassette, Cr. 742.
Practical: Ithperial, Cassette-, dr-. 7-42,

rktirSe4.:RtPistered_a- Imperial, 1 CasSette, Gr. 7-12.

OectpatiCiialTherapist:_ _Phvsical _Therapist. Educational
Sensory- PrtigtariOing -Ca;ette, =Gt. .71---12-,

b_Oeanoraphy, Classroom, 1- 'Casseite_,

_Office_PTAChineOperatbr: _ ,ShiPPinpl--,RedeivintLaerk.
Eau-Oa:Clonal Sensory Programtning, 1 Cassette Gr. "T='N?.-

_00eratintt _ErUritieert-:_ Painters and= Paberhantert . Educa-
tional Sensory Progrefruiling',_ 1 Ca.ssettp4 Ut. ;712.

Optometrists:_ Pharmacists.
1 Cassette, Cr. 7-12.

Our Friend The _Policeman.

Educational Senssary ptogramming,

Classroom, 1 Ca8Sette, Cr.= 7-12.-

Outdoor Interest OccupAtions. Wilson, 1 Reel, 3 3/4 IPS.,
Gr. 7-12.

Persuasive_ Interest Occupations. Wiliton, 1 Reel,, 3 3/4
IPS., Gr. 7-12.-__
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PetroloUt-OCCupations,,Part Tt- Petroleum OcCupatienS
1-art ff, "Kdocatio11,11. Provrammtilg, 1 C;u;nc.A.W,
Gr. Y-12.

Photo Enrravers: Electro-Sterotypamo Educational
xiory ITogviwtainr:, 1 Cart:Ltu,

PhotorTophy. Classroom, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Phvsicir.n. Imperial, ,1 OnsnetL., Cr , 7-12.

Physicians: _ OsteopathPhysicifons. Educational Sen-
siy PrograMming, i

Pili-t-e'r,-pilot-Par+ I- Pilot-CO-pilot-Part II. Edv:cd-
r,1.1 Seasry Pvugrammin, 1 G,zisott,-,, (.4%,

Pilot-C6=pilot. .imperial i CaSsotte, Cr. 7-12.

Plannink_BeVond High Sch ol. Wilson, 6 CaSsettes, Gr.

Plasterars-: Plumbers and Pipe Fitters. Educational Sen-
sory 1-Togramm:ac, 1 Cas.;ett..!, Gr. 7-17.

Plumber-pip'' 1"e....---... '.===..=.," --. imnerini, 1 Cassette, Cr. r7-1nt- 4.._

Podiatrist: Chir"Opractor. Educational SenSory Pregratming,
1 Ca3setta, (Jr. 7=12.

. Peliceman. Impensarl, 1 Cassette, G:. 7-12.

The Policem-,in And Nis Wollensak, 1 Cassette, Cr.

Political 8cientists: Sociolorist, Educational Sensory
-0----7r.Pw-inr- 1- (2,..au:yr.Ur.;. ,

Printer imperial 4 Clse,i-4.e CP- 7,-12.

PrintinP. and ("laszroem, 1 Cassette, Cr.

Printinr:__Pressmon:__LfthegraphiC_S.. Ed0.0.tion;t1 8entety
Pror7smming; 1 CasJett,, 7-12.

Procitt. BuSine.Ss Goal. Wollensok, I Cassette, Cr. 7l2.

Programmer. -Imperial, 1- Cassette, Cr. 7-i12..

Recreation Worker Feluoationll Sett.' -7'

Promming,1 Cassette, Cir. yzi:f.

Public 1-leiations, Imperial, 1Cassette-, Cr.
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Publit__RelatiOnt-:__ Protestant Caergyman. Educational
SenSory-PrOgramMing;-1 Cassette, 7=12.

Radio_OfPicer. Imperial, 1 Reel 3 3 //i IPS-a_i Gra 7 -12.

Radiologic TechnologiSt: ruedi Pe_cord,tinratian,- Ed-
ucational Sensory -PrograMmint;,-1-Can::;--17:12,

RadibTV Announcer: Broadcast TechhiCian, Educational
Sensory Programming, Castette, Gr. 71-T2

Ranfrer ManaRer: Employment COunselOr. Educational Seri-
sexy Programming, 1 CaSsette, Gr. 7 -12.

Real Ettatelareker.- Imperial, TtatSette, Gr. 74,12:

Real,Estate_SalesManBreket: _Retail__Trade_SaleSwerkeri-
_EOudational SehsOry Programming, 1 CaSette+ Gr. -7=12:

ReisteredATurse:. Licensed- Fractical_NUrae:i- Educational
Sensory Progra*Ii0g,--1 Cassette

RehabiIitation_:Counselors_SChOOL-CeitnSelors. Educational-
SenSbry'ProgramMingi_ 1 Cassette, Gr.- 7-12.

ftel5ai_ =Seri/16_6. ClassrOork, 1 Cassette.; 71-2.4

The_ftestaurant_BusIness. Classroom, 1 Cassette., Gra_ ;/=12.

Retail_SalesWOMan, IMperiali, 1 Cassette,_ Gr, 7-12.

Roofers.: Sheetlnetal_Workers. Educational Sensory
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Routemet: ___Intercity_Busdrivers.- Educational
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Sanitary Workers: Veterinarians. Educational
Programming, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Soientifio_Interest_Occunations.
In.; Gr. 7-12.

'Scientific Research. Classroom, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Secondary Teacher. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

iSecretarial Careers. Classroot, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-,12.

Secretary. IMperial, 1 Cassette, Gr: 7-12.

Securities_Salesman: _Wholesale Trade Workers. Educational
Sensory Programming, 1 CaSsette, Gr: 7-.,12,

sorioty

Sensory

Wilson, 1 Reei 3 3/4
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SellinK. Classroom, t Cassette:, Gr. 7-12.

ShiO's.Captain. Imperial, 1 Reel 3 3/4 IPS., Gr. 7-12.

SiniTrs and_SihRina Teachers: Commercial Artists. Edu-
cational Sensory Programming, 1 Ca:;:;etto, Cr. 7-12-i

Social _Servite Interest Occupation:14 Wilson, 1 Reel, 3
3/4 IPS,, Gr. 7-12.

Sodial Work. Classroom, 1 Cassette, 7-12.

Social: Worker. Imperial, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

SoCial_WOrkers:SurVeOrS. EdutatiOnal Sensory
712,

Sheedh_PatholopdstS and AUdIolOitists: AviediCallabot.atOry
WOrkerS,-- Educational St or PrograMMine;, 1 Cassett-O;

State Police Officers:, __Plrefip:hters. Educational 8ensory
PrOgraMMing=2T-CasSette, Gr. 7-12.

ttationarv_Enginear. Imperiall-l-dassettei Or. 7-12,

SteungraPherSecretarv-Tvpist. Educational Senabry
Prog-ammlng, 1 Cas;:lotte, Gr, 7-12

-8tewatdes, Imperial, I Cassette, Cr, 7,=12.

-StoneMaSoni___Structur41_ Steel Worker, Educational Sensory
Prtgramming, 1 CaSette_; Cr. 7,17j-

SwitOhboatdD_petatot. Imperial:, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7,12-.

SySteMs_AnalkSis:_ .Pgrathers: RduCatiohal -S,eriSory
Progratming, 1 Cassette, Cr. 7-12,

TedhhitaliWriterS, Imperial, 1 Cassette GP. 712._

Technical Writers: Ardhitects. EducatiOnal Sensory
PrOgrammIng, 1 Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Teiel-ihone_Craft8Mahl_ Telephone RduiPment Install cr5.
EdUcational Sensory PrOgraMMing, 1 -Cassette.; Gr.- 7=-12.

Telephone Operator:, Automobile PartS_dounte_Man. Eduda-
tional Sensory Programming, 1 -GaSIAtte,-Gr,-

Jbmorrole-s efobSPart_II. Educa-
tional :;enSOry Protamming, 1 Ca_,lette,'GP..-
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Tool and Die, Maker:- _Instriatheilt Maker. PdudatiOnal.
Sensory Programming, .' 1, Ca:IS:Otte,. Gr.

Tool and Die Maker. Imperial, _ Cassette, Gr. 712 .

Transportation. CIatSrbOm, 1 Ca:isolate, Gr. 7=12.

Truck and us Aeohania-: Vending Madhine,,Mecbariib
tiOnal- Sensory Programming, 1 Cassette, dr.7

EduCat-

Truckdivers:tocalTruOkdrivers, Educa-Eional Sensory
7Ca:Ts , UTE.. 77-71.13_.

Television, Radio Serviceman. Iniperqa1,41 CassetteGtv,

Urbàn ,Planners: .Manap:erial. iOccupations. Educational Sen-
sory Prograciitning, 1° Cas:_ette,,- clr. 7-12:

CoilitiOtitifrAbOtrt -GicOltp-L4:112ohs. :Educational
Sensory PrOgramnling, 1- Cassette, Gr. 7-12.

Waken in the World Of Ifi_1860-9,1 IPS:°,
-Gr"..
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